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SUMMARY 

The subject of this thesis is the identification of 1I01l-linear mechanical 

systems for control application. This means that e:x:perimentally obtained 

mea~urement data are used to determine unknown parameters in a mathematical 

model of the syStem in ~uch a way that the model provides a. suitilble ba~i~ for 

Gontmller design. 

The dynamic behavior of a mechanical system can, in geneml, only be 

adequately described by a non-linear model. The non-linearities originate from 

geometric and physical properties of the system. The combinations of unknown 

parameters and variables in the model must. in view of the identification. also be 

regarded as non-Iinearities. A further complication is the frequent presence of 

flexible elements in the system. 

This thesis presents an optifrUll estimation method for non-linear me<:hanic;al 

systems. The non-linear model structure obtained by means of theoretical 

modeling is taken as a starting point. The method is based on the mathematical 

minimization of a quadratic functional, in which the model residuals are weighted 

taking account of their interrelationships. A degree of reliability can be a~~igned 

to each of the model equations. The method determines estimates of the 

parameten; and estimates of the positions, velodties, acceleration~ and inputs of 

the system. The identified model can be evaluated on the basis of a residual 

analysis. The concept of observability is redefined, because the inpUl~ and 

accelerations in the system are also determined by estimation. Three numerical 

elaborations are presented. 

The optimal estimation problem is shown to be analogous to the optimal 

control problem. This i!Jsignt opens the way to the development of new 

estimation methods. An example of this is the sliding surface filter, presented in 

this thesis. 

The optimal estimation method is applied to an experimental mechanical 

system. The unknown parameters in this system relate to inerna, friction and 

elastic deformation. It is shown that a global identification of the system on the 

basis of a relatively simple model structure can lead to a useful description of 

the system. 
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NOTATlON 

x, ~ columns (small bold cnaraners) 

M. F matrices (capital characters) 

O. 0 zero column. zero matrix 

unit matrix 

element of matrix M on row i, column j M .. 
'.I 

" estimator or estimate of x (hat above character) 

T x , pT tran~po~ition 

M- 1 Inver-slDn 

p(x.t) arguments of function F between round brackets. separated by 

commas 

[C D J 

p, Q 
p 
p 

matrix combination: first the columns of C, then the columns of D 

first order time derivative of p and Q 
~econd order time derivative of p 

third order time derivative of p 

the partial derivative of an (·dimensional column function g(x,t) with 

respect to an n-dimensional column x is a matrix function G(X,tl of 

dimension [xn: 

~ dg_(X.I) 
GOI.t) - x, *" G .. (x.tl - -'-- for i-I, 2, ... , I 

dx 1J ax. j - 1, 2, ... , n 
J 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

The subject of this thesis is the development of an identit1cation method for 

non-linear mechanical systems for control application. In general, identification is 

understood to be the detennining of a mathematical model of a ~ystem using 

system ~ea.~urement data. Here, attention will be focused on mechanical ~y~tems 

that have to be controlled to obtain the system behavior desired. The objective is 

to find a model using measurements ·z (see Fig. 1.1), which accurately describes 

the relation between inputs u and outputs y. Column u contains the control 

quantities and column y the quantities to be controlled. Besides comrol inputs u, 

other quantities (e.g. gravity) may affect the system. If relevant, they will be 

included in the system model. The word fIOfI-finear b used to indicate that the 

systems in question can only be properly described by non-linear modeb. 

~ 
~ 

IDENTIFICATION 

Fig. 1.1; problem definition 

A well-known and important ~xample of non-linear mechanical sy~tems are 

ma/lipulators, wllich are often used in m3l)ufacturing processes to move an object 

along a desired trajectory in space. In such a system u may cOntain the motor 

torques and y the coordinates of the object. A suitable input signal u mu~t be 

chosen in order to track the desired path. In generul, this is not a trivial matter 

because of the many degrees of freedom, the complex nature of the physical 

phenomena involved (e.g. friction and play) and the strong interaction between 

con~tn1ction parts. Control design mostly requires a mathematiCal model of the 

system to take into account the system dynamics. 

More generally. there is a need for a systematic identification method for 

non-linear mechanical systems to enable a model-based controller to be designed. 
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If little or no other knowledge of the system is available than measurement 

data, u~ually a b/ClCk-bo): idefltification is perfonned; a certain model structure is 

chosen, in which a number of unknown parameterS has to be determined using 

the measurement data, A well·known example of this are the ARMA models and 

their numerous variants, which have been suffic;iently discussed in literature (e.g. 

Andcrs()n. 1971). In general, the parameters in such models do not represent 

phy~i,al system quantities. This identification method u~ual1y results in a system 

model that only eJC.plains the measurements for a restri<;:ted dl\sS of input signals, 

fOI' mechanical ~ystems the situation is more favorable. An adequate model 

structure c,m usually be derived by theoretic;al modeling; simplifying assumptions 

are made and the available physical laws are applied. A model structure thus 

obtained contains a number of variables and unknown parameters representing 

phy,ical quantities, such n position, velocity, mass and stiffness. The variables 

and piltameter~ have to be determined by identifi~ation. Because of the physical 

relevance of the model structure, the identified model may be expected to be 

more Of les~ generally valid, i.e. to provide an adequate des<;:ripti(ln of the system 

behavIol' for different input signals. For this reason, this model structure will be 

taken as a starting point for funher considerations, 

It could be argued that modeling has been ~ufficiently accurate if the 

controlled system meets the control speCifications. However, innumerable m(ldels 

will probahly do, depending on the strictness of the control requirement~_ 

Nevel1heless, some models will be better than others in that they will describe 

the system better- FurthemlOre. it is hard to check whether the success or failuJ;"C 

of a controller is due to the model, because the choice of the control concept 

also plays an important role. The objective of thi~ thesis, therefore, is to find a 

model. that accurately desnibes the relation between the inputs and oUlputs of the 

system. In the light of what has been said above, such a model will be the 

Ilptimum ~tarting point for COntroller design. However, the quality of the model is 

difficult to judge in terms of the relati(ln between inputs and outputs, because not 

all inputs and outputs have necessarily been measured. Besides, the a priori 

knowledge about the system behavior in the fonn of the above·mentioned model 

structure should be used for the identification. For this reason, (combinations of) 

quantitic~ playing a role in the theoretical model structure will also be measured 

for the purpose of the identifi~ati()n. A modified objective can n(lW be formulated 

as finding the model that best eJC.plains the measurement data available. Such a 

model can be judged in term~ (If model residuals_ To Obtain a model which is an 
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adequate representation of the system In the final control ~ituation, the 

measurements should, wherever possible. be taken under (,:ircum~tances very 

similar to that situation. This mean.~ that the inputs chosen should guarantee that 

the system response is similar I\l the final controlled response, After the iden

tification it ~hould be checked whether the combination of the identified model 

and the chosen control concept meets the control specificatiom. 

If nor all relevant dynamic~ in the system arc excited by the cho~n input 

signal, this signal is called non-persistently exciting_ The phenomena not excited 

are not observed in the measurements and can, therefore. not be identified. This 

is not considet'ed to be a problem, because apparently these phenomena do not 

play a role in the final control situation. However in that case the model may 

not accurately predict the system output for all input signals. 

In IllOSt CaSeS the number of unknown parameters is rather large. Staning 

from tne pnysical meaning of the parameten;, some of them may be determined 

by local identification. This means that the parameters are obtained from 

expcriIilenL~ performed on separate construction parts. Examples of local 

identification are the weighing of construction parts to determine mass and tests 

on construction. parts to determine stiffness. Apart from the fact that some 

parameten; are difficult to measure (e.g. frictiOn). local identification doe~ not 

always seem to be the best way to identify mechanical ~ystem~ in control 

applications. This thesis is based on the idea that the functionality of the 

parameters with respect to the cono-ol objectives is most important rather than the 

detailed description of all relevant phenomena in the system. This can be 

illustrated by the fOllowing example. Suppose that the elastic deformation of a 

translational joint in a manipulator has a significant effect 011 the position of the 

payload. Consequently. the defOrmation has to be taken into account in the 

model. However, in this case it is not a detailed description of the joint as a 

continuum that is required, but a description of the effect of the flexibility on the 

position of the payload. As shown in Fig. 1.2. the deformation can be 

characterized by one stiffness parameter. The effective value a~~igned to the 

stiffness parameter must be such that the ela~ticity model shows the same global 

benavior as the joint itself. This approach wjIJ be called global identifiwtion. An 

advantage of global identification is that the identified model can be accurate and 

at the same time simple enough to allow a digital on-line implementation of the 

model·based controller. Moreover. when global identification is u~d. non-modeled 

phenomena in the system can often partly be compensated for by the parameters. 
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This thesis will concentrate on global identification. The idea of effective 

paramet.ers wa~ alw used fur the identification of constitutive models by Courage 

d99<h. 

SYSTEM: MODEL: 

Fig. 1.2; flexible joint modeling 

In litenl(wre the difference betwccn model and system is often considered as 

~(()cha~tic model uncertainty (e.g. Eykhoff, 1974). This uncertainty is often 

a~sumed to be a zcrO mean. normally distributed white-noise process. Under this 

assumption the idel1lified p,\i<\roeten; can be judged in terms of unbiasedness. 

,onsisten~e ct~. However. for mechanical systems the assumption of stochastic 

model unc;ertainty is mostly not founded. During the theoretical modeling stage 

~ifllplifkations are made -tonsciously and unconsciously- which usually lead to a 

mainly detenninistic; differente between system and modeL EXao1ples are 

non·modeled dynamir:s. neglected physical non-linearities (such as friction) and 

unknown phenomena. which. nevertheless. play a role in me sy&tem. More or less 

~tochastic phenomena. such a~ those introduced by the measuring equipment. are 

mostly of a much ~m<lller order. 

syStEM: 

Fig. 1.3: non· modeled dynamics 

Thix i~ illustrated in Fig. I J which ~hows a model of the end-effector of a 

manipulator. the position of which is being measured and conrrolled. As a result 

of (he n()O'modclcd degree of freedom, a deterministic difference between the 

mea~\lrement z and the end-effector position s may be expected. The stochastic 

<\pproa<:h has certainly proved its value. Howevet·. because most mechanical 
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systems behave very predictably. a deterministk starting point will be c;hosen and 

the tenn "model residuab" will be used rather than "model uncertainty". For 

linear models the results of both approaches will be identical from a 

mathematical point of view (Schweppe. 1973). but the interpretation of the results 

will be different. An important advantage of the deterministic approach is that the 

mathematical elaboration for non-linear models is essentially not more difficult 

than for linear models. as opposed to the stochastic approach. where a non-linear 

fonnulation is very complicated. The quality of the identified model can be 

judged by making a residual analysis and finally by looking at the obtained 

control result. 

Two approaches for non-linear models are often f()und in literature: 

linear\7;ation and ttansformation of the non-linear model into a linear one. The 

idea is that, onGe the problem has been tr,mslated intO a linear one, all available 

identification methods for linear models can be used. Lineari;1:ing the model, 

however. always implies neglecting higher-order terms and may fail when ~Ir()ng 

non-linearities are involved. Transformation has been successfully applied in 

control practice (!sidori. 1987), but has turned out to be a complic;aled maller in 

identifiGation beGause of the strong re~trictions imposed on the model in question 

(e.g. Misawa and Hedrick. 1989). FOr this reason, this thesis aims at solving the 

identification problem using the non-linear model itself. 

The theory presented in this thesis shows a number of differences with most 

methods in literature (some of which have already been refened to above). 

Below. the literature concerned will be briefly di~cussed and the differences with 

this thesis will be indicated. 
A large number of commonly used parameter estimation melhods. ~uch a~ 

ordinary least squares and maximum likelihood estimation, have been discussed, 

for instance, by Eykhoff (1974) and Norton (1986). Most of the~e methods assume 

a linear model and a stochastic model uncertainty. Furthermore. they as.~ume that 

the model variables are known exactly. As explained above. this thesi.~ starts from 

a detenninistic point of view. Furthennore. a non-linear model will be taken as a 

starting point. Apart from the model sttucture, the measurements are the only 

knowledge available about the system. The estimation of model variables. 

therefore. cannot be seen separate from the e~timati\m of panl.mClerS. 

lhe estimation of model variables in linear modeh has. as far as state 

variables are considered. been extensively discussed in literature (c.g. Ljung and 

Kallath, 1976 and Anderson and Moore. 1979)_ For non-linear models the 
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Extended Kalman Filter iEKF) iSorenson, (985) hM been widely used. Thi~ filter, 

which is based on the linearization of the non-linear model, enables the state 

variables and parameters (0 be e~timated simultaneously by using the augmented 

state idea. This idea will also be used in this thesis. The EKF shows resemblance 

to the optimal filter that will play a pan in the solution to the estimation 

problem in this thesis_ However, thtol EKF differs from the optimal filter in that it 

assumes thut the model structure is exaCt and that the Inputs are known exactly. 

As this thesis statts from the non-linear model, the physically relevant 

parameterS in the model can be estimated off-line, whereas the parameters in a 

linearized model often require on-line estimation. because they depend on the 

working ,-onOiliotl of the system. S(), the aIm will be to find a smoother rather 

thall <1 filtet·. 

Some authors have focused On the estimation of input variables. too (e.g. 

St.ein and Park. 19111\), but w far only linear models have been considered. In 

this t.hesis all model variables, induding inputs and Ul:celetations will be 

e~lim'lted. 

Re,'elltly, e~sentially new estlmation methods for non-linear models have been 

developed. ~lIch a,~ the lineadzation-by-tran$formation methods (e.g, Bastin and 

Gevers. I %8) and the ~liding ~urface method (Slotine, Hedrick and Misawa, 

191\h These methods have been inspired by the dualism between estimation and 

control theory. As ,aid before, the transformation method suffers from many 

restrictions. The sliding obsej'ver is, in fac!, a robust variant of the standard linear 

ob>;erver. The estimat.ion t.heory in this thesis shows an analogy to the control 

problem. An example of how the anal()gy can be exploited will be shown in thi~ 

the~is: a new ~liding ~urface filter, which is based on all. idea from control theory 

and which meets the objective of this thesis, will be presented, An extensive 

survey of non-lineal' state estimation mtolthods was given by Misawa and 

Hedrick (1989), 

Studie_ into the possibilitil% of identification of non-linear mechanical systems 

for (':()ntrol applicati(ln were only recently 5taned. Two main trends can be 

distinguished_ 

One group of authon solves the parameter estimation problem on the basis of 

classical least squares t.e<:hniques_ Atkeson. An and Hollerbach i 1986), for 

instance, determine inertial parameters in this way and Cheok, Hu and Loh (! 988) 

uSc this metll()d to identify a stick-slip frictioll modeL These authon. use a 

physi<.;ully relevant model W\lcture and aim at finding the "actual" parameters 
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instead of effective values. They !:lave to make sure. therefore. that the input~ 

used for identification are persistently exciting (ArmstrOng. 1989). Other author~ 

of this group, for instance, Rovner and Cannon (1987), who consider the 

identification of a flexible manipulator link, follow a black-box approach. 

A second group of authors (e.g. Slotine and Li, 19R7 and Han. Hemami and 

Yurk.ovich. 1987) use adaptive control. An adaptive controller u~ually consists ()f 

a non-linear state feedback and a parameter adjustment algorithm_ In this 

approach, the parameter estimation algorithm assures that some ~labililY conditions 

are satisfied. However, the model variables are assumed to be known exactly. If 

the optimal filter or the sliding surlace filter, which will be discu~sed in this 

thesis, are applied in a closed-loop situation and the parameter estimates are u~ed 

by a controller, they are, in fact, pan of an adaptive system, i.e_ a self-tuning 

rel,'Illator. The stability of the dosed-loop system is difficult to prove. but model 

variables are eMilllated as well as pammeters and model error') are taken into 

a(;cOunt. An extensive survey of adaptive control methods c;an be found In 

Tosunoglu and Tesar (1988)_ 

So, important aspects of the theory propounded in this thesis are that: 

- a deterministic starting point will be cho~en, 

- model variables as well as pammeters will be estimated in a non-linear model. 

- model errors will be taken into account. 

A specific feature of the theory in this thesis i~ the combinatiOn of these aspects 

within one theoretical framework. 

In Chapter 2 of this thesis a general model structure for mechanical systems 

will be discussed. The problem of observability will be studied without a 

cut-and-dried solution being presented. In Chapter 3 the identificati()Il problem 

will be further elaborated. Three altemative numerical soluti(ln~ will be given" 

Chapter 4 will deal with the analogy between identification and control con~'epts

An identification approach thai can be seen as a product of the recognition of 

this analogy will be discussed. In Chapter 5 the theory described in Chapter 3 

will be applied to a non-linear mechankal system_ Chapt~r 6 will show the 

conclusions and put forward some suggestion~ for futurt work. 
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:t THE IDEN'fIFICA nON MODEL 

2.1 Introduction 

The objective of system identification i~ to find a mathematical model of th(: 

system. Information on the system is obtained from mea~uremen!~. Thh !hesi~ 

will focus on the identification of mechanical sy~tems for whlch a model 

structure is obtained by applying physical laws. The variable~ ami p<tn'metet·~ in 

this structure represent physical quantities, such as p(lsition. velocity, mass and 

stiffness. Described in a state space fonn. it is taken as a starting point for the 

identification of the unknown model parameters. 

In this chapter, first a general model structure for mechanical systems will be 

given. Subsequently, this model will be transformed into the identificatioll model. 

Then, some basics of identification will be discussed. Finally. before further 

mathematical elaboration. attention will be focused (In the concept ()f 

observability. 

2.2 The dynamic model 

Generally, mechanical manipulators can be described by using a ma[hema[i~,,1 

model of the following form ,Heeren. 1989 and Paul. 1981): 

(2.la) S - V 

(i,lb) v = 3 

cUe) e = 0 

(2,ld) M(S,Q,t)3 + h(S,v,O/) -I- H(s,'\',a.t)u = 0 

(2,lel y = k(s.v.a,u.a.t) 

where /I column with degrees of freedom ,positions) 

v /I column. first derivative of s welocities) 

a II column. first derivative of v (acceleradon~) 

u m column with adjustable external loads 

a p column with unknown. constant parameter~ 

y q column with controlled outputs 
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M n~n ma~~ matrix 

h 11 column 

H Ilxm distribution mao-ix 

k q column 

independent time variable, t .- [to,tel 

The identification model 

Appropriate initial conditiOn~ for eqs. i2.1al to i2.le) are assumed, The model nas 

variables. which are time-varying, and parameters, which are constant. The 

equation 4 motion (2, I (I) is. in general. ~t1'Ongly non-linear in the model yanable~ 

and often linear in the purumeteP.l_ However, from the identification point of view 

the degree of non-linearity of eg_ i2_ld) b increased by the presence of combined 

term~ of variables and parameters. At the modeling stage, the model parameters 0 

!'epre~ent physical system properties, such as mass and stiffness_ Column u 
contains the system inputs used to control the sy~tem. As inputs, quantities will 

be chosen that can directly be associated with degrees of freedom, such as 

actuator fOr't:es. Because of this, eg. d.ld) can be assumed to be linear in u_ 

Column h COl1tains non-linear terms. such a-~ Coriolis and ceIlt1'ifugal forces, the 

tff.::..:! of gravity and damping. Eqs. (2.la) to i2.lc) may seem rather trivial at this 

moment, but their ~ignificance will become clear later. 

A m()Jd i~ a simplified repre~entation of the system_ FOr the development of 

it model. a large number of a$$Ump1ions should be made. The control pranice 

requires substantial simplifications because ()f the limited on-line control time 

available. Phenomena in the ~y$tem nN de~l;ribcd by the model C()nstitute the 

dynami(· mod,,1 "rrm'. 

2.3 The measurement model 

The model ,hould accurately predict the outputs y resulting from the inputs 

u_ It ~eems ()bviou~, therefoj'e, that the input~ and outputs of the system should 

be mca~ureJ fo]' the purpose of the identification. The inputs can usually be 

measured without difficulty, but measuring the outputs is technically and 

economically not i\lwilYS feasible_ For instance, problems may arise when the 

end-effector position of a manipulator is measured_ In addition, the a priori 

knowledge in the form of eq. 12.1), which explajns what happens in the system, 

~h()lIld be u$ed- In general, a unique identification of the model will require other 

measurements besides those of the inputs and outputs. This come~ under the 
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observability problem. which will be discussed in Section 2.9. The quanuues 

playing a role in the model, including the inputs and outputs of the sy~tem, 

should. as far as PQ~s\ble, be measured. A model that fil~ the measurements well 

is expected to describe the input-output relation accw"ateIy. since the mea

surements have been taken under circumstances similar to Ihe final control 

&ituation. Measuring po~itions lUld velodties call be difficult. whereas measuring 

accelerations is usually simple. 

In general. knowledge of the quantities to be mea~ured will re~ult naturally ill 

the following measurement model: 

(2.2) Zj - g(s.v.a.1) + G(s.v.9.t)a + R(s.'V.a.t)u 

where ZI I column with model variables to be measured 

g I column 

G ixn matt!)!; 

R lxm matrix 

The dynamic behavior of the measuring equipment can be modeled a~ 

follows: 

(2.3) 

where z I column with model measurements 

m 1 column functional 

For simplicity. the measwing instruments are assumed to be ideal: 

(2.4) 

Taking into account more complex equipment models iR possible. but will no! be 

considered here. because it is assumed that the imperfections of the measuring 

equipment are of a much smaller order than the structural error in eq, 12,2), 

called the measurement model error. So, the final measurement model is as 

follows: 

(2.S) z = g(S,v,a,t) .. O(S,v,a,t)ll + R(S,v,a,t)u 
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Eq. a.5) cloes not com:spolld to the standard form in literature, due to the 

pre~ence of accelerations a. They wuld be elimillated by u~ing the equation of 

motion a.1 cl), However. in this thesis acceleration~ are being handled directly, 

just like the other variables. 

Throughout thi<; thesis the combination of eq. (2.1) and eq. (2.5) wUI be 

referred to as the sysli!m model. The system model is assumed to be linear in u. 

This ,\.~~umpti()n. which. in general. does not play a restrictive role for the 

sy~telOs in question, substantially simplifies the mathematical elaboration. In this 

ca~c. u and a can be expliGitly solved from the model, whereas ill the non-linear 

Gase implicit non-linear equations have to be solved. 

2.4 Identifkation 

With eqs. 12.1) and r2.5) the system model be(:{)mes: 

(26h) v = a 

a.6,;) I) - 0 

12.6<1) Mls,e,Oa + h(s,v,a,t) + H(s,v.e.no - 0 

12.(0) z - gls.v,e.t) + O(S,v,a,t)a + R(S,V,9.t)U 

The ()bj .. nive of the identitication is to find values of I) for which the system 

model best describes the measurement daw. This ~arch for paraIDeteT values is 

called I:slimatiorl, the values obtained are called estimatt:s. From eq. 12.6) it is 

eviuellt that the choice of e cannOt be seen ~parate from the choice of S(lo) , 

Vito) anc! u. The~e quantities have to be identified. too, In general. it is 

impossible to choof;c quamides 9, S(to)' vItO) and u that result in a perfect match 

between the quantity z. according to the model, and the measurements zm' 

because of the strutlural model errors. The model and the measurement data, 

therefore, will he made to coincide (1,~ far as possjble. FOT that purpose the 

idt:ntifiwtiarl made! is introduced: 
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(2.7~) 

!2.7b) 

!2.7d) 

(2.7c) 

(2.70 

~-V+Sl 

(;-a+S2 
iI- ~ 

M(S,ij.t)3 + h(§,v,I'i,t) + H(s5'.I'i.t)u = (, 

z - g(s,v,e,t) + G(S,V,9,t)a + R(!i,v,ij,l)ii 
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where s, v, ij, ll, Ii: and ~ are estimators of $. v, e, 8. u and z and ~I' Sz, £..,. ~I 

and ~ are residuals. The residuals 5 are, in fa~t, an indi~ation of the qU<llity of 

the model structure. If they are large, the identified model will not give <I 

rhysically relevant resronse. Estimates s,~, e, Ii and a should be such that the 

smal\e.~t possible residuals are obtained to ensure that the mei\smemel1t~ are 

optimally explained by the model. 

In view .of the phy~ical meaning of the original 4uantitie~. it may come a~ a 

surprise that a residual has been allowed On eq~. (2.6a) to (2.6c). Thi~ i~ ba~cd 

on the idea tnat the coupling eqs. (2.6a) to (2.6c) JUM like eqs. (2.6(i) MO (2.6e) 

are part of the conflicting information for which the identification procedure has 

to find a compromise. An advantage of the decoupling is shown by the following 

example. Consider a mechanical system where the measured position sand 

c{)rre.~ponding vdocity v are Zt and z2; 

Fig. 2.1: decoupling of position and velo(;ity estimate 

Because of the decoupling of the two estimates the position estimate can be 

adapted without disturbing the velo(;ity estimate. 

The approach discussed above has two major d.ifferences with mo~t methods 

in literature. In the fil'St place, eqs. a.6b) and 12.6d) are both released, which 
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enilbles iln ac~elerati(m e~timilte that can be determined nOl only from the 

e4uation of motion. but als\) directly from acceleration mea~urement~. A second 

difference is that the inputs are nO! considered to be known exactly. They il[e 

treated in the same way as the mher model quantities, which seem~ very logicaL 

2.5 OIT-lim versus on-line identification 

Two types of identification can be distinguished: off· line and on·line 

identification. Off-line identification Starts with the storing of all tneal>urement 

data. Subsequently, the estimates are determined. On-line identification, on the 

other hand, implies simultaneous measuring and estimating. 

Paramete~ representing constant physical 4uanllties are usually identified 

off-line. Once the parameter estimates have been determined, a controller can be 

designed. If a parameter represents il quantity that plays a role only in the 

\~ontrol situation itself. it can of course only be identified on-Hne. An example of 

this is a manipulator that has to pick up an unknown payload- The payload maSS 

~an only be identified on-line. 

Quantities varying in time very slowly compared \(l the dynamics of the 

outputs controlled are frequently modeled as constant quantities. An example of 

this is a damping: coefficient changing under influence of temperature. Such 

pal'ameters can be determined by periodic off-line identification. whIch may be a 

costly affair. e.g. beclIuse the operation of the system in question must be 

stopped for the purpose of the identification. In such a case on-line identification 

is usually preferred. 

In an on-line situation where pa~ameters are used by the controller (adaptive 

control), tne parameter estimate~ are nO longer required to be constant; at any 

time the be~t fitting parameter values can be substimted in the model, thus 

compensating for imperfections in the model structure. On-line identification is 

alw lI~ed rOt· the recon~truction of the model variables. e.g. for state feedhilcL A 

possiblt problem in on-line identification is the limited time available for 

estimation. usually the time between two control ~ctions (order of milliseconds). 

Since the complicated identificati\lIl algorithms are mostly digitally implemented, 

very powerfu I computing processors have to be used. which -if available- can be 

very el<pcnsive. However, Ihis problem will probably become less important In 

the future. because [he pri(e-penormance .ado of processtlrs is decreasing. 
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2.6 Smoothing versus filtering 

When estimating time-varying quantities. two types ()f estimation can be 

distinguished. smoothing and filtering. Smoothing means that the estimate x(Ti of 

xcn I T e [1
0
,\] h ba.,ed on measurements over (he interval [te,.'). Consequently, 

e~timates can only be determined after all measurement dam have been collected. 

Smoothing. therefore. is always done off-line. A possible problem of smoothing is 

the amount of memory TeC,Juired for the storage of all measurement data. This C,1fi 

be a reason to ch()()~e a filtering method instead of a smoothing method le.g. ~ee 

Hendriks et aI., 1990). Filtering means that the estimate xlt) I t ~ [to.t) is based 

on mM$urements over the interval [to't]. It can be ~'()nsidered as a recllt'~ive form 

()f smoothing, as shown in Fig. 2.2. 

t 
5/ 

Fig. 2.2; filtering as recursive smoothing 

The unbroken lines represent the smoothed estimates 'x,( n for te - ti (X is a 

scalar fun<:tion of time) and the dotted line represents the filtered estimate xm. 
The filtered estimate is obtained by Gonnecting the final value~ of the sm()()\he(l 

estimates. Filtering is particularly suited for on-line appl itation. because incoming 

measurement data arc immediately inc()rponlled in the e~tim<lte. However, it can 

also be applied off-line. 
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2.7 The augmented state form 

The identificatiolJ model ~an be fonnulated more compactly. For this purpose, 

the augmented ~tate e~timator x and the augmented input estimator p are defined 

Now, it is clear that eq~. a.7a) to (2.7c) arc equivalent to: 

Funhermol·c. eq.~. c2.7dl. (2.7el and (2.7f) can be fonnulated as: 

E = [ Or ] ~ fei,l) = [ hOi,t) ] : firlLt) _ [ H(ltt) M(i,t) ] ; (~ [ ~I ] 
g(x,t) R(x.t) G(i,t) '>2 

and the final estimation model becomes: 

(2.11") 

a.llb) 

ii. - Ai + Bi> + 1; 

EZm - f(i"t) + Fei/,t)ji + ; 

The problem n()w is t() determine quantities x and p that minimize ~ and ;. 
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The ideas discussed here can also be applied to higher order model~. In that 

case, the identification model 12.11) remains unchanged apan frem the matrice~ A 

and B. which become: 

0 I u.O 0 0 ... 0 0 

(2.12) A = 0 0 ... I 0 B ~ o u. 0 0 

0 0 ... 0 0 0 .. 0 I 

0 o u, 0 0 0 ... 0 0 

2.8 Linearization of the model 

In Section 2.9 the linearized system mouel will be used. It~ derivation i~ 

shown here. Let ;Jo: - XII' P m P
n 

and Z = zn be known nominal values whkh 

satisfy: 

(2.13.a) Xli - A"'I' + Bp" 

(2.13.b) EZII = f();n.t) + f("n,t)P n 

FurthermOre, let &c.. lip and in be perturbations of rc~pcctively x. p and z: 

Ct\4.b) 

(2.14.0 

Substituted in the system model, this yields: 

(2.15.a) ax = Aox + Bop 
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For small penurbations ox and op relation !2.15b) can be linearired resulting in 

the following linearized ~y,tem model: 

(2.16 .• , 

r2.16.h) 

where: 

2.9 Observability 

oj, - AQx -+- BSp 

Ron - Cox + Dop 

Observabiliry relates w tile que~tion whether the measurements contain 

sufficient infonnation to ensure a unique detcnnination of model quantities, 

Intere" in observability arise~ from the desire to e5tabli~h a pnon whether 

identification can bc successful. If not, the model and the Illeasuring sitUlItion 

may hilve to be changed. 

The objel'live of this section i,~ not to derive an observability condition for 

MII-lirleat' mechankal systems, but tl) contribute to the insight required for the 

design of observable identification experiments. In fact. this tlle,~is will always 

assume Dbscrvability of the~y$tem in question. The discussion in this secti(m is 

based on Ijne.lt' IConst,lllt) models and gives at most an indication of the 

observabi lity of non-linear mechanical systems. 

Observability is usually assm;iated with tile reconstruction of state variables. 

A comprehensive mathematical treatment of tbe standard observability problem 

clIn be found in Walter (!9K2) and in Tunati and Tam (1987). However, the 

identification approach discussed in thig thesis calls for a redefinition of 

obsel"Vahility. A fl .. ~t .. ea~()n for this is that the unknown parameters are regarded 

as stllte variables. So observability also indude~ identifiability, which concerns the 

uniqlle det.ennin'ltion of the parameters. In the ~ec()nd place, the augmented input 

introdu<.cd in Sectior\ 2.7 al~o has t() be determined by identificati()n, which also 

affects obscrvllbilit)l, FUJ'thermore, it will tum Out that the question whether the 

input signal is per.,htelltly exciting cannot be ~een separate from the observability 

problem, 
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For simplicity. the Diodel class is restricted to linear models of the following 

form: 

(2.17a) 

(2.17b) 

* - Ax + Bp 

Ez-Cx+Dp 

This IIlodel is called fully observable, if and only if the equality 

(2.18) 

(2,]9) 

Hence. the model is called fully observable, if and only if (see Appendix A): 

(2.20) 

with Ez(t) ~ C(t))(1t) + Omp(t) implie:;; that 

(UI) 

This observability condition ensures a unique determination of model variables on 

the basis of the measured omput. Eq. (2.20) is equivalent to: 

(2.22) 

Ez(t) 0 

Ez{t) 

Ez(!) 

o 
o 

Ez(t) 0 

assuming that z is continuously differentiable. From eq. (2.9) it is evident [hat 

A 2 - O. Hence, using eq, (2.17), eq. (2.22) becomes: 

(2.23) 
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c 0 0 0 0 0 x(t) 

CA CB 0 0 0 0 PIt) 

0 CAB CB 0 0 0 p(t) 
where: Q -! 0 0 CAB CB D 0 : k - p(t) 

CAB en 0 pm 

o 0 o o o 

A ne<.:e~~ary and ~uffident condition for full observability is that the columns of 

the above matrix should be independent. In order to make use of the stru<.:ture of 

the milt.rice~ A and B, the matrit:es C and D are partitioned: 

<2.24) (' ~ r c c ell 1 and D - [ Of D a 1 ~ \i 

n n p m n 

Using (2.24) and after renumbering the r.:olumn matrices of Q l ' a matrix Q
2 

can 

be f()rmulated a~: 

C C
Il Dr C 0 D 0 0 0 0 , v a 

0 0 0 C D
f 

C 0 °a 0 0 
~ v 

(225) Q = 
0 0 0 0 0 C Of Cv 0 0 

S 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 C D
f 

0 s 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Thi~ matrix has fltll rank, if and only if 

0.26) rank(Q) - n -+- p + m 

where: 

M,mix Q IS called the observabiliry marrix. The first three column matrices of Q2 
mu:;t be independent.; ~o (2.2(,\ i~ a ne(;e~sary condition. Condition (2.26) implies 

that each of the matrices C,' C
a 

and D
f 

has full rank. A~ each column matrix of 

Q1 now ha~ full rank and is independent of all preceding column matrices. it will 

be obvi()u~ that <2.26) i, aho a sufficient condition. From the dimensions of 
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Q it follows directly that condition (2.26) can oIlly be satisfied if the number of 

measurements I is larger than p + m. RaIlk(Cs) = n means that eq. 12.17b) 

contains n independent equations in the elements ()f s. Positions that are not 

measured are reconstructed from the equation of motion. Rank(Ce ) = p means 

that eq. <2.17b) wIlta!n!> p independent equations in the elemeI1l~ of 9. The 

parameter:> (I are usually only found in the equation of motion. In tha! case. the 

number of unknown I'arameters may not exceed 71. Rank(Dr) - m means that 

eq. (2.l7b) contains m independent equations in the elemcnL~ of u. Inputs that are 

not measured are reconstructed frOm the equation of motion. Matrices C
v 

and Da 

are apparently not important with regard to observability. because they do not 

play a role in Q. The reason for this is that the variables v and a can always be 

determined by differentiatioll of s. So, if s, D and u can be uniquely 

reconstructed, v and a can be identified, too. 

The derived observability condition (2.26) is not directly suitable for 

linearized models of non-linear mechanical ~ystem~: linearIzing a non-linear model 

usually leads to a time-varying ·model. In panicular, with respect [() the 

identifiability of the unknown parameters great care mu.~t be taken, a~ is 

illUStrated by the follo~ing example. Given the following non-linear model of a 

mass-spring system; 

~ 
~ 

Fig. 2.3: ma~s-spring $y~tem 

$ 0 1 0 0 () 0 

v 
p- [~J ;z- [:] A- 0 0 0 0 

B -
0 I 

x -
ill () () () 0 0 () 

k 0 () 0 0 0 0 

[ ""J fix) ~ ~t FIX) - ["i ~'J 
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The n(m·lineaTitie~ in thi~ model are the products m' a and k' s. Linearization 

around nominal value~ ~ - ~ll' V = 

Z - ~, yields: 
n 

[ ,~, 1 [ :" 
() a 

n 
() () 

OL
2 

() 0 0 

Vn1 

"J 
0 

0 

a = an' m - mn' k = kn' U - un and 

8s 

ov 
Om 
ok 

[
-1 m 1 [5U] 

-I- 0 On 041 

1 () 

Ob~ervability condition rZ.26) lead~ to (n - 1, p ~ 2, m - 1); 

rank(Q) - 3 ". n -I- p + m 

k a s -1 
n n n 

where: Q- 1 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 

() 0 0 

A.;,;ording to the rank test, the modtl i~ not fully observable. From &) (t) - 0 for 

all t it followi; that &11) - () for all t, from Oz2(l) - 0 for all t that SU(t) - 0 for 

all t and from os(t) - () for all t that SV(t) = Sa(t) - 0 for all t. rf the 

(;()effident~ an and '~II in the equation of motion 

me ,lssumed to be (onstant, the parameters Om and 5k cannot be uniquely 

L!elet'tnined. However, lI~lIaHy the nominal values are time-v!l-\),ing, so that the 

pMameter!; can be identified, Thlls, in this ca.~e the observability condition for the 

linear, constarll model is too strict for the time-V<lI'Ying model. The deception in 

the above example ,-,()ulL! be avoided by using an obscrvabiHty condition for 

time··varying models. The following modification of condition (2,26) take~ into 

ac;c;ount the tlTlle dependence of ell' AS~lIming that Ce only slowly varic~ in 

time, the matrix Q, i~ approximately given by; 
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c C ... Co Of °a 0 0 0 0 0 s 
0 C Co 0 C Of Da 0 0 0 s v 

(2_27) Q! -
0 0 0 0 C 0 C Dr D 0 

-I v a 
0 0 0 0 0 0 C 0 C 0 

;; v 

0 C ;; 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

In the same way as for (2.23) a necessary and sufficient condition fot full 

observabHity can be derived resulting in: 

(2.28) rank(Q) ... 2·n + p + 2'm 

Q _ [ :8 C C
EI Of 

:r] where: 
, 

C
S 

C
6 

0 

In this case matrix C, apparently affects identifiability_ To see the poim of 

condition (2.28). again consider the linearized mudel uf the previous example. 

Suppose the input chosen is such that the response sin(WI) i~ obtained_ The 

observability matrilC according to (2.28) becomes: 

Q- k 
II 

0 _w2 • 5in(WI) sin(wt) -I () 

I 0 0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 I 0 

0 k 
0 

-(l/'W'CO$( wt) w·cos (wt) 0 -I 

0 1 0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 0 

In general, the rank of Q i~ equal to :; and not to 2· II + P + 2· m. Only the 

elgen-frequency of the model Can be uniquely determined. because the inpul is 

not persistently exciting. The input should at least ~ontain one other frequency for 

full observabiIity of the 2nd order model. In that case the modified observability 

matrix will have full rank. However. the modified observabllity condition (2.21\) 

cannot be generally applied to non-linear models either. 
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Condition (2.26, may be a u~eful help in e~tablishing thl' olY.;elYability of 

model varillb1cs. With rc~peCI to identifiability it can be said that the combined 

term, of unknowTl p<tl",\metet"~ in the model mu~t always be independent. In 

addition. identifiabi1!ty may depend on the input signal chosen. However, as 

menti()ned before, this need not bt a problem. In general, for time-varying 

models, identifiability is as.~ured if the model variablc~ are ob~rvable, since 
nllmerom, eljllali()rl~ <Ire obtained (at any time n from which the parametcr~ can 

be ,olved. 
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J. SOLUTION TO THE ESTIMATION PROBLEM 

3.1 Introduction 

In this chapter the estimation problem, defined in the previous chapter, will 

be mathematically elaborated. After the formulation of the optimal estimation 

problem attention will be paid \0 numerical methods to ~ol\le the problem. Fin;t. 

a jil'$f order approximation will be discussed. The linear optimal filter will resul! 

as a part of the solution. Subsequently. the forward-backward shooting method 

will be discussed. Section 3.5 will deal with a convergence problem which may 

arise in the two methods. In Section 3.6 the finite element method will be applied 

to the optimal estimation problem. Finally, the results of a simulation srudy of 

the linear optimal filter applied to a non-linear mechanical system will be shown. 

3.2 Optimal estimation 

The identification model a.Il) is taken <IS <I ~t;ming point. A~ explained 

before, in general, there are no estimates i and i5 that lead to re~idu<lh S ,mc.! ~ 

equal to zero because of model errors. The aim is to find estimates for which the 

residuals are as small as possible, so that optimum correspondence between 

model and reality, I.e. measurements. is ensured. This can be mathematically 

formulated as follows: 

(3.1) 

find 2m and jim I T E [Io,t] for which ('(>sf functional 

J[R,ji] -
( 

J { ~f(nw(nSln + ~~Tmvm~(n } dT ... 

t 
o 

i~ minimized under the condition that eq_ (2J I) is ~ati~fied. 

Here, Wm is a positive definite weighting matrix expressing confidence In 

eq. (2.lla), V(n is a semi-positive definite weighting matrix ex?ressing confidence 
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In eq. a.llb). ~ i~ a column representing initial knowledge about X(tO) and Ro 
i~ a positive definite weighting matrix expres~ing confidence in qO' The weighting 

matrices have to be non·negative deflnite to guarantee the ex.istence of a 

minimum. Matrix W mu~t be positive definite. otherwise the physical coupling of 

the ~tate e~timates according to eq. (2.6a) would be lost and a unique solution 

would no longer be guardnteed. Matrix. V may be semi-positive definite as long 

a~ the matrix FT YF is regular. The weighting matrices can be chosen symmetric 

without lo~s of genemlity. In mOSt cases they will be chosen diagonaL 

A necessary, but not sufficient condition for J to be minimal is: 

0.1) oj ~ 0 

which means that J is stationary. To take into account the constraint eq. (2.11). a 

second functional J
2 

is defined a~: 

1 

J { ;ST(1)W(1)s<n + 

10 

~[Ez( n-f( i( n. T)-F( SI( n. T)P< 1)1 T V (T)[Ez( t)-f(X( n, T)-FU{( n. r}j'l( n J+ 

.:tT(T)[krT) - Axtn - Bprn - §nl } dr + 

~[i(\,) - q(l Ro[i(to) . 4Jol 

where Am b a column with Lagrange multiplius. If J2 is stationary, J can be 

shown to be statiomu)', too, By demanding iil2 - 0 for all variations of ~ S1. P 
and il, the following rc~ult is obtained, assuming that functions f and F are 

differentiable at least once: 

\3.4.) k - Ax + Bj) + W·1.:t 

\3.4b) A - • AT,t - C T V[Ez - f " Fpl 
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with boundary conditions: 

(Me) 

where: 

1(to) = RO[!lItO) • IJol 
1(1) ~ 0 
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FOr simple notation. the function argumenw have been omitted. Eqs. d.4al 10 

(3.41:) hold for all i IrE [to,t]. Solving this Two·Point {Jou/I(i.;Jry V.;JI/./e ProMem 

(TPBVP) yields smoothed estimates x(1) and ji(1}. The relation betweens and A. is 

shown by comparing eq. (2.11a) and eq. (3.4a). 

The Jacobian of the above differential equations is given by: 

(35) 

The partitions of L have the following properties (~ee Appendix B): 

The Jacobian, therefore, is a Hamilton matrix. Cunsequently. numerical integration 

of eqs. (3.%) and (3.4b) in the same direction is unstable and standard shooting 

methods cannot be used (Jacobson and Mayne. 1970). 

3.3 A fiJ:St o:rde:r approximation 

This section shows it sOlution m.ethod for the optimal estimation problem 

based on the linearization of eq. (3.4). 

Assume that an approximate solution (X"A.il of eq. (3.4) is known. 

Linearization of eq. (3.4) arollnd this approximation leads to: 

(3.00) 

(3.6b) 

Sf< - L 11 •i8i + L I2•i0A. + Nt.; 

01 = L21 .& + L'2 .SA. + N, . 
.1 • ,I •• 1 
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with boundary conditions: 

(3.&) 

(3.6d) 

where: 

OA.(to) ~ Ro'%'(to) 

lOA.m - 0 

The lower index i means that a function is evaluated for the appT(lxirttaie soil.ltion 

(~,,\), Column Pi is obtained by ~ubstitution of (X".\) for (ji',A) in eq. (3.4q. 

Columns oj[ and 0-'1. are errors in xi and -\. Eq. (3.6) can be reduced to a 

One-Point Bouw.W.ry Va/ul? Probll?m (OPBVP) by choosing a regular matrix Q and 

a column Oq that satisfy: 

From eq. !3.7a) it follow~ that: 

Combining eq. (3.6) and eq. (3.7) yields: 

[-Q + Ln,i + Ltl.8 - Q~2,i - QL21 ,iQ).5-'1. + 

(-8q + Nt· • QN2 · + (L
11 

. - QL21 ·)0qJ = 0 
+1 ,I ,.1 ,1 

The choice of eliminating ox instead of oA. leads to a formulation closely 

re~embling the ~tandard filtering theory, where Q is interpreted in termS of 

uncertainty. A way to ~atisfy eq. (3.8) for all TIT E [to,t] is to choose: 

(3.9a) 

(3.91:1) &'t - N
1

· - QN2 · + (Lll . - QL21 ·)&!, 
,1 It I~ tl 
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with boundary conditions: 

(3.ge) 

(3.9d) 

Q(to) - R(/ 

8q(to> - 0 
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A consequence of this choice is that mauix Ro must be invenible. Eq. (3.9a) is a 

matrix Riccati equation. As matrix RO is positive definite and symmetric, matrix 

Q can be shown tl'l be positive definite i1nd symmetric for all TIT E [to,t) (Reid. 

1972). Starting from the approximate solution (Xi,A.,) a new approximation 

(X.+l ,A'+I) can be obtained as follows: 

1. Solve Q
j 

i1nd qi by forward integration of eq. (3.9) 

2. Solve Si and OA by backward integration of eq (3.4a) and by using; 

(3,]0) 6A. .. Q'I (SlI: ' 8q] and 8i(t) - 6q(t) 

Whether this process converges to the solution of eq. (3.4) depends [0 a laTge 

extent on the choice of the initial approximation. A good choice seems: 

(3.lIb) 

(3.llc) 

\, - Alia + SPO ; %(tr) ~ '10 
.\.0 - 0 

Po - (F~VF/F~V(E~,ro' 

Eq. (3.11) represents the ideal situation. in which the model corresponds exactly 

10 the measurements. This implies that the real situation must not be toO far from 

the ideal situation. The Question is how to make a good choice for '10' The 

elements of "0 that relate to positions and velOGities can usually be estimated 

reasonably well. because in most cases positions are measured and velocities are 

equal to zero at the start of a trajectOl')'. Elastic deformations may be a 

complicating factor. However, on the basis of simple static considerations an 

initial estimate will usually be available. The unknown parameters are a more 

serious problem. It may be possible to measure some of them. For example. 
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detached construction parts can be weighed to determine unknown ma!)!)

However, quantitit~ ~uch as friction and damping cannot easily be measured and 

have to be estimated using pl:ly!)ical insight, which at least should provide 

knowledge about the sign of the unknown parameters. It is possible that different 

choice~ for ~) re~ult in different local minima of J. Thus, the choice of qo may 

be cl'llcial, depending on the robustne~s of the optimal estimation concept, whi(:h 

cannot yet be asseSsed. 

For a linear model a~ specified by eq. (2.16), it follow~ that: 

LI! = A - B(DTYD)·t(DTyC) ; L22 - -Lit 

LI2 - B(DTYD)-IBT + w· t 

L21 - CTyC • (eYD)(OTYD)-'(DTyC) 

Nt - B(D
T

YDf
1
(DTYElz 

N2 - [.CTYE + (CTYD)(DTYDf\DTYE»)z 

Henc~. eq. (3.<:1) can be formulated as: 

(3 131\) 

Q _ [B(OTYO)-IB T + W·tl + 

fA - B(OTyD)-I(DTYC)]Q + Q[A - B(D-tYO)-l(OTYC)]T + 

Q«(rYD)(DTYO)'\(DTYC)Q _ QCTYCQ 

q = Aq + Br + QCTV[Ez - Cq -DI:] 

with boundary conditions: 

OJ3d) 

where: 

-1 
Q<IOl - Ro 

q(to) - iJo 

r ~ (O'VO)'IDTY(Ez - Cq)J 

Using bound;iry condition (3.4e) it follow~ that: 

0.\4) 
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and from eq. (3.%) that 

(3.15) j'i(t) - nt) 

If t is taken as a running variable (see Section 2.0) with t E [to.teJ• the linear 

optimal filrer is obtained: 

(3.16a) 

(3.161» 

\ht) - Ailt) -+- Bj3(t) -+- Q(t)Crt)Tv(t)[Ezm.cml<ft).o(t)Pt)j 

Pm - [on? V(t)D(I)rID(I)T V(I)[Ezm·Cmxm] 

with boundary condition: 

where Qm is the solution of eq. (3.13a). At any time tit E [tD,tel it provides 

optimal estimates i\t) and PIt) based on all preceding measuremenb 

zIt) I I ~ [10.1]. 

One of the main feature~ of the optimal filter is that accelemtion 

meMurements can be taken into account directly. as opposed to traditional state 

space approaches, where the state derivative is always fonnulated in terms of 

state and input variables. It can be shown that. if: 

acceleration measurements are formulated in terms of slale and input 

variables and 

• all inputs are measured and infinitely heavy weight is attached to them 

and 

- infinitely heavy weight is anached to the equation of motion, 

the optimal filter is, from a mathematical point of view, identical 10 the 

well-known Kalman-Buey filter_ If the weighdng matrices Wand the part of V 

that does oot weight the equation of motion and the input mea5urements are 
taken as the inverse white noise intensities of norm~dly distributed model 

uncertainties. matrix Q may I:!e regarqed as the variance of the difference between 

state x and its estimate x_ The drawbacks of the Kalman-Sucy filter, when 

applied to mechanical ~y:nems. follow immediately from the .above transition 

conditions: 
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accelemtion measuremenl\ are not treated adequately, 

the equation of motion i~ aS$umed to be free of model errors and 

the input measurements art assumed to be exact_ 

Thus. if cenain assumptions are made, the linear optimal filter for mt(;hanical 

systems can be seen as a generalization of the Kalman-Bllcy filter. This filter can 

also be derived through minimization of a quadratic criterion. The analogy with 

the optimal control concept, which cOme~ up during the derivation, is remarkable. 

In Chapter 4 mOrt attention will be paid 10 this. 

The pre~ented ~oluti()n shows great resemblance with the differential dynamic 

progmmming concept \Jacobson and Mayne, 1970), which will be briefly 

di~cu~~d in Appendix C. 

3.4 The fOfw.ud-backward shooting method 

As stated before, the Jacobian of eq. (3.4) is a Hamilton matrix. The solution 

method di~cussed below usts this property regarding eqs. (3An) and (JAb) as 
<;eparate boundary value problems. Eq. d.4a) can be solved by forward integration 

and eq- (JAb) can be solved by backward integration, in both Gases a standard 

integration method being used. Combined with a rool finding methOd, eq. (3.4) 

can be solved by iteration. 

Again, a~sume that an approximate solution \ "'C).j) of e'l. (3.4) is available. 

Coo sider the OPBVP: 

iJ-i1) 

where ].I is the (unknown) initial value for x" Column P is given by eq. (3.4c). 

Furthermore, c()n~ider the OPBVP: 

Define the colurnn function: 

(3.19) 

Function s can be evaluated for each J1- by solving the OPBVP's (3.17l'and (3.18). 
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The solution of eq. (3.4) is determined by the following algorithm: 

i :- 0; 

{set E to a value higher than the desired accuracy}; 

{determine (~,Ai) as the sQlution of eq. (3.W}; 

while E > the desired accuracy do 

begin 

{find root of S(P)}; 

{determine ~+l a.~ the solution of eq. (3.17)}; 

{detennine -\+1 as the solution of eq. (3.18)}; 

E :- {some nonn of (i;+1 - ~)}; 

i :- i + 1; 

end 

43 

A suitable root finding method can be found. for instance, in NAG Fortran 

Library Manual (1987). A possible choice for the initial approximation for the 

numerical root finding method is J.l - qo. A particular case of the above problem 

was investigated by VaaS$en (1988). Bis results proved the value of the 

forward-backward shooting method. With respect to the convergence of the above 

scheme the same remarks apply as in the previOUS section. Here. different minima 

of the functional correspond to different roots of s. 

3.5 Convergenee 

The two solution methods discus~ in Sections 3-3 and 3.4 use the idea of 

successive substitutioll for solving equations of the fonn: 

where q> is a functiOI)(ai) of x. Consider the simple case that x is a ~calar and I/J 
is a scalar function of lI. The successive substitution scheme will be: 

(3.21) 
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It can simply be ~hown thaT ("(lnvergence problems are likely to oc~ur. if 

(322) 

Thi~ can be avoided by introducing numerical damping; 

(3.23) 

where u
j 

is the numerical damping coeffi!;ient, 0 :;; a, ~ 
By (;hoo~ing iln apprnpriate value u

j 
the absolute value of the derivative of 4J2 

r.;an be kept smaller than one. If necessary, this idea can be elaborated and used 

in the theo),), ~et out in the previous sections. In Vaa5sen (! 988) a choice of "i is 

given that provide~ fast c(lnvergence of the forwa.rd-backward shooting method. 

3.6 The finite elemenl metbod 

In thi~ section the application of the finite element method to the optinlal 

estimation problem is being discussed in brief. The finite dement method was 

dealt with in detail by Strang and Fix (1973). 

The time interval [to.\1 ean be divided into n elements; 

2 i 
Ir-----t---tl- -----t-+----

to 
Within an element. k /OC(1/ nodes can be defined: 

n-in 
I I I 

te 

1 2 j k-l k 
j-.-\-- " --+-" " -t-------j 

t~ t~ 
f- ......... T i 
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where t i 
0 

initial time of element i 

t i 
e final time of element i 

i local time of element i 

In node j of element i unknown nodal quantifies i alid p are introduced. An 
J j 

approximation fOr x and p on element i can be chosen as: 

.. k .. .. k .. 
irr) - E <p.d)x~; tid) - E rp,(;)~ 

j_1 J J j_l.I J 
(3.24) 

where CP,(,) are scalar interpolation functions_ Here, for simplicity, the same 
J 

interpolation functions are used for all element~ and unknown nodal quantlt1e~. 

This choice does not take expliCitly into aCCOunt eqs_ (2_ta) to (2, le), becau~e the 

estimates may be decoupled. The contribution of each element to the variativn of 

cost functional J can be formulated as: 

0.25) 

where: i 
q. -

J 
Ii 
o 

, ~ ,T. II ,T. 
OJ' - I si. q' + I ~ r; 

j-I J J j-I 

Ii 
e 

ri - J {- tpBTW~ • CPF(~j)TV~} dr 
J J J 

i 
'0 

~ - t -Art - BJt ; ~ - Ez - f(lU) - F(li:i,I)Jt 

The tenn RO(Il: - 110) muSt be added III q;. Variation OJ can be composed of 

element variations oJi as follows: 

(3.26) 
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The coupling of the c1cmenb can be faken into account by introducing (n -k·n+ I) 

i:lohal nodes that coincide with the local nodes and are uniquely numbered 

over [to,tJ 

2 j rn-1m 
r---r- -------t- - - --+----i 

Lo lc 
> ,. 

Globaf ('d~mrls ql and r l are defined as the sum of all contributions q; and r; to 

globlll node I. Corresponding local qual1titie~ i and ~ coincide with global 
J J 

qUlInlities x, and PI' Elj. (3.26) can now be formulated in tems of global 

quantities: 

m m 
OJ - ~ ox,q, + I SPll; m - n-k·n+1 

I~I I-l 

With 

Xl PI ql r
l 

x a 

][2 
;j}-

Pz 
9 -

q2 
; !-

1'2 

xm Pm 11.,\ r 
m 

eq. (3.27) becomes: 

(3.28) 

If it b required that OJ ~ 0 for all 5g and ~ it follows that: 

(3.29) 

Thi~ repre:;ents a sel of non-linear algebraic equations.. from which ! and R can 

be solved. A special (:ase of eq. (3.29) was elaborated by Van de Nobelen (1989). 
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It turned out that the finite element method can be succe~$fully applied \() the 

optimal estimation problem, but require$ great computational effort and a large 

computing memory. 

3.7 An example 

This section will deal with a simple manipulator model. whose non-lineari[ie~ 

mU$t not be neglected. Nevertheless. the linear optimal filter from Section 3.3 

will be applied to it. The model has been simulated on a PC-AT using software 

package ASP (own development). Some of the $imulation I'e~ults will be given. 

Fig. 3.1: RT manipulator model 

Fig. 3.1 shows a model of a Rotation-Translation (RT) manipulator. The link 

and the joint are both assumed to be rigid. The joint can rotate in the xy-plane 

and the link can translate in the joint Degrees of freedom are lr.lnslation rand 

rotation cp. They can be directly controlled by input force F and input torque T. 

The payload with mass ill? is attached to the end of the link A more detailed 

description of the model is given in Appendix DL 

The payload has to move in one second from position A to position 8 along 

a straight line. starting and ending in reM. as shown in Fig. 3.2. Mort details 

about this trajectory are given in Appendix D3. 

A second model is made in which the joim is assumed to be flexible in the 

xy-plane. IL~ desl.,TIption is given in Appendix D2. This model is assumed to be 

the real system and the results of numerical simulations of the model are seen as 

measurement data. 
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R 

Fig. 3.2: desired trajectory 

The rigid model is assumed to represent all available knowledge of the real 

wstem. Control and filter arc based on this modeL Thus. a structural model error 

h,t~ deliberately been introduced. 

Suppose that the following problems have to be dealt with: 

I. Paylo,td mass m is not a priori known, ~ince different objects have to 
p 

be moved. As an on-line estimator for m is used, the control inputs can 
p 

be adjusted while the manipulator is operating. 

2, The measurements do not include all variables. so that an estimator is 

reguired. The following quantities are measured: 

the position \If the twO motor axes 

the radial and tangential acceleration of the payload 

the two motor c;urrentS 

The .. bove problem a,ks for an on-line identification method, The linearized 

optimal filter will be used to solve it. For simplicity, an open loop Steering is 

determined ,l priori using the inverse dynamics (){ the rigid model, because the 

only purpo~e here is to test whether the filter perforIll~ well. As a J:esult of this, 

the mass does not follow the desired trajectory exactly, due to the non-modeled 

joint elusticity. 

Before the filter can be u~ed, suitable values for initial filter condition ~ 
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and fOr weighting matrices W, V and R;l have ID be chosen. An initial estimate 

110 can be obtained by looking at the position of the manipulator at the stan. The 

initial estimate Vo is set at zero, beC<luse the manipulator will ~tan from re~t. The 

initial payload estimate eO is also o;et at zero. The choice for diagonal matrix W 

is: 

W-

Initial estimate i'lo is ju~t an arbitral)' number, ~() a lot of freedom b given t() it. 

If a good model ~truCture is used. the payload estimate b likely to converge to <I 

COnstant value after some time. Diagonal matrix V is chosen a~: 

V~ 

100 
100 

The first elements of V weight the equations of motion. These clcment~ arc 

chosen ver:y large, since the equations are assumed to describe the system 

accurately; initially. the occurrence of the deformation in the joint is pretended to 

be unknown. Equal weight is attached to all measurement.~_ Elements 3 and 4 

weight measurements of the positions of the motor axes. element~ 5 and (, WE;>ight 

measurements of the radial and tangential accelerntion of the paylo~d and 

elements 7 and 1\ weight the measurements of the motor currents (see 

Appendix D4 for more details about the measurement model). Matrix RO is 

regarded as the inver~ initial wndition for the matrix Riccati equation ralher 

than as the weighting Of the initial estimates. Matrix RC/ = 0 is chosen. 

Fig. 3.3 shows the position estimates and the mel\~lIred po~itions. There i~ 

hardly any difference between the estimated and measured responses. This also 

applies 10 Fig_ 3.4 which shows the acceleration estimates and Ihc measured 

accElerations. 
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In Fig. 3.5 there is no difference at all between estimated and measured currents. 

In Fig. 3.6 mass estimate fi is shown. The estimate shows ~rrongly time-varying 

beh,wi(lr. until it more or less converges to the "actual" value (see Appendix D2). 

This result is almoM identkal to thc result tbat would be obtained using a 

Kalman-Suey filter (using the same weighting). The mass estimate ~ms to 

compensate for non-modeled phenomena, especially in the region of high 

velOcities. This C<ln be checked by USing the optimal filter. Suppo~ that the joint 

dd()rm~ elaMically during the movement. In that case the second equation of 

motion would not be reliable anymore. In addition. thc measurement of the 

second motor po~ition wOllld no longer represent the rotation of the link. The two 

COl're~p()ndinl! weighting elements, therefore, are now cltosen very small: 

100 
10.2 

I 

v -

In Fig:. 3.7 the mass estimate for the new weighting matrix is plotted against 

time (the dotted line is the previous estimate). The estimate converges more 

smoothly to the adual value. The model imperfection is reflected by the residual 

on tne se~'(lnd equation of motion in Fig. 3.8. In Fig. 3.9 the residual on the 

measurement of the M:cond motor position and the elasti~ deformation of the joint 

have been plotted. They show qualitative resemblance, but the residual curve 

diverges fr()I1J the defonnation curve. In f<lct, as a small value ha~ been chosen 

f()r the element of V that weights the ~econd position measurement. a 

n()n-ob~ervable situation i~ approached with respect 10 the rotation of the link. 

This b due to the fact that the estimate of the rotation is determined by 

integration of the acceleration, while at the same time a ~mall decoupling of 

p()~ilion, velocity and acceleration occurs, a~ shown in Figs. 3.10 and 3.1 L 
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Fig. 3.8: residual 2nd equation of motion 
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It call be concluded dwt the presence of flexibility in the joint ha~ been 

confinned by the optimal filter. Although the filter is based on ,I lineariled 

model. it seem~ to provide usable estimates for non-linear syslem~. The example 

indicates that the optimal filter enable~ model errors to be tracked. This i~ 

expected to hold more generally. 
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4. ANALOGY OF OPTIMAL CONTROL AND OPTIMAL ESTIMATION 

4.1 Introduction 

The dUilJisrn of optima) linear control and oplimal lineal' fillering wll~ 

discus'led by Kok (1985); ahhough both pr()blem~ have differenl ~tarting poinls 

and objectives, the mathematical solutions are very similaL The determini~tic 

approach to the optimal estimation problem in this thesis shows an even higher 

degree of similarity to the optimal contr(ll prohlem_ The optimal estimation 

problem Can be formulated completely in terms of a control problem: there i~ an 

analogy between the two problems. This analogy will be ,tItlplil,ed in the next 

section. It is intere.sting t(l investigate to wh,lt extent the an,\I()gy "~In lead w ,t 

further cross fertilization of the tW() fiehh. SectiOn 43 will ~h()w how an i(!ea 

from control theory can be used fe)r estimation purposes. 

4.2 Analogy 

A ~'omprehen~ive discussion of optimal control and optim,ll estimJlion Wll' 

given by Anderson and Moore (1989). For simplicity. the model dass will here 

be restricted to standard linear st,lte sp"c:e modek Howewr, the "nalogy <ll.so 

applies to the non·linear augmented model of Chapter 2 and Chapter 3_ 

The optimal control problem can be formulated as follow,_ Consider the 

special situation in which a desired trajectory for all states is known_ Given the 

model 

(4,1~) 

(4_1tl) 

where x 

u 

d 

f 

A 

B 

i-Ax + Bu Ii TIT f rt,le 1 XI r-t) - x
t 

d = X + £ 

state 

input 

desired trajectory (a priori known) 

tracking enor 

system matrix 

input matrix 
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the objective i~ to choose the input u that minimize~ tile costs still to be m(uie: 

I 
C 

(4,2) J[u,t] = J 

Here, R and Pc are positive definite weighting matrices and Q is a non-negative 

definite weighting malri;>;., This leads W the best p05~ible tracking behavior at the 

~malle~t possible input. The solution to this minimization problem are We 

minImum costs; 

14.3) 
I T 

J mi.1 ~ 2[x - q) Plx - q] + r 

where-
- T -I T 
P = A P + PA + Q " PBR B P ; P(le) ~ Pe 

4 = Aq - p-1Q(d • q) ; q(1 ) - d(t ) 
c e 

r - - ![d - q]TQ[d - qj : rHo) ~ 0 

j; - Ax • BLtx - q) ; t - R-'BTp 

Matrix P i:; the (osl dt:n!J~ify m(J.trix, column q is the optimal trajectory, Le, the 

physically realizable trajectory that in termS of the criterion comes nealest to the 

desired trajectory. QlIantitie~ P and q are regarded as the solution to the optimal 

s/{"'I'ing problem. Column r represents the (ost~ made by the steering part ()f the 

(:ontroL The optimal Slate feedback law L ensures that any deviations from the 

optimal trajectory will f<lde .tway under celtain controllability conditions_ 

The optimal ~t,\!e e~timati()n problem can be formulated in the same way as 

the control problem. Given the identification model 

14.4a) ;i = Ai + ~ V T I f E [to,t] X(i""1) = it 

14,4~) z=Cx+' 

where x slate e~timator 

Ii residual on the dynamiC model 

z mca~Ul'ement 

{; re~i(lu<\1 ()n the mea~urement model 
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the objective is to choo~ the input S th<lt minimizes the (:OS!S already made: 

• 
(4.:j) 1[';,1) - J { tsTWS'" t(Ty( } dj + tlxlto) . qo?Ro[x(lo) . qo[ 

to 

Here, the weighting matrices W. Y and Ro <lnd the column ~) have a similar 

meaning as in Chapter 3. The solution to thi~ minimizatiDn problem are the 

minimum co~w 

(4.6) J . - -21[j:( - qjTQ.l[:ii - q] ... r 
mm 

0-1 = _ Q.I A - ATQ-l + CTyC _ Q.I W·1 Q.l ~ Q.l
no

) = Ro 

T q - Aq + QC VIZ . Cq) ; q(to) = q() 

t - 4[~ . CqfV[z - Cq] , Wo) ~ 0 

i = Ax + Wi' - q) ; L _ W·IQ'I 

Mat1'jl( Q'I can aho be seen as a cost density matri.t, (olumn q as the optimal 

estimate that can be dete.mined using the dynamic model. Quantities Q and q are 

regarded as the solution to the optimal state filtering (Jmhlem. Under cenain 

assumptions with regard to the residuals 4 and ,. the optimal filter is identical t() 

the Kalman-Buey filter. Column r represents the costs due to the difference 

between z and q. The optimal smoothing law L eliminates deviations from the 

optimal estimate, provided that certain observability conditions ,u-e satisfied. The 

analogy to optimal control is shown in Fig. 4.1. 

d 
z 

t t 

Fig. 4.1: analogy of control and e~timation 
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The left part of Fig_ 4.1 shows how th~ state x, e_!!_ the position of a mass, IS 

controlled towards the optimal trajectory q, which repr~~nts th~ best "step" that 

the system can make_ The right part shows how the smoothed state estimate x is 

"controlled" to the filtered estimate q, which represents the best fit on the 

mea~uremellt z for the model in qu~stion_ 

It can be conduded that optimal ste~rinl! is analo!!ous to optimal filtering and 

that optimal feedback is analogous to optimal .~m()()thin!!_ Actually, the only 

difference i~ the revcr~i()n of the time-axis. For this reason, the optimal filter can 

be computed on-line as opposed to the optimal steering_ In the next section the 

,ibove interpretation of the estimation problem will be used t(l derive a n()ll,linear 

estimator for mechanical SyStems. 

4.3 Sliding surface estimation 

In thi~ &Cction a filter concept will be discussed, which is based on the 

sliding sUlface idea. This idea Was originally introduced in cOlltrol theory (e.g:. 

As,id,i ,md Slotine, 19~6). The terminology of Asada and Slotille will be used 

without further explanation. 

Again, the starting point is eq. 12.11). FiTht, a class of fUllctiollS jI and S is 

determined that forces the residual ~ on the equatiolls of motion and the 

mea~urcment equations to approach zero a~ time increases. This strategy 

empha~ize~ the imponanc£ of these equations. Subsequently, the minimum 5 is 

~lected from the class obtained. 

In this approach the sliding sUlface parameter column Ss is defined by: 

t 

14.7) s.\/tl ~ ;([) + A J ~(r)dT 

wlle-re- A is a positive definite matrix. Other definitions of Ss are po~sible. but this 

one is very simple. Hence: 

(4.K) lim S,(I) - (J - constant ~ lim ~(T) = 0 
t-tl~ (-1'00 
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So. if SP) can be forced to a COnStant value a. Le_ if the sliding sudan: 

st) ~ 0 is reached. the residoal ((t) becomes zero. Thi~ can be achieved. for 

instance, by choosing a p(t) and 9:t) that satisfy: 

(4.9) 

where n is a diagonal positive definite weighting m<ltrill. from eq. (4.7) and 

using matrix C according to eq. (3.4) it will be dear that: 

(4.10) s - s -+- A{ - Et - OAi+Bii+S\ - Fp + A{ s 

and, therefore. jl(t) and 51!) muSt satisfy: 

(4_11) Ei w OAx+BP+§ - Fp + A( + .n sign(s .0) - 0 
~ 

A possible elaboration is the following. Eq. (4J 1) is equivalent to: 

(4.1Za) 

(4J2b) 

where N is an (n+i)x(lwm) matrix of full rank satisfying F TN = 0_ Matrix F mu~( 
have full rank. If .; is known, ji can be solved from eq. (4.12a). Column .s must 

satisfy eq. (4.12b) and since the dimension (2n+p) of S i~ in general larger th,ln 

(l-m), there are many possible solutions. So .; may be chosen by minimizing: 

(4_13) 

under the condition Ihal eq. (4.12b) is satisfied, assuming Ihat fJ(t) lUId x(t) are 

known and not varied. The ~olU!ion to this minimh:atlotl problem b: 

Eqs. (2.11), (4.12a) and (4.14) together form the sliding surface filter, 

Other choices than (4.13) are possible. Here. for simplicity .s i~ only locally 

minimized, i.e_ withollt taking into account eqs. (2.la) to (2.1 c)_ Consequently, 

velocities and accelerations cannot be estimated by differentiation Of positions. 
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introJudng the qualltities v and 1] the filter uln be formulated a,~ follow:>: 

(4.15a) 

14.I)h) 

14.\50 

(4.15(1) 

(4.150 

s = it + Av 
s 

11 = Ei . OAii:+Bp) + Ait + Qsignl~'lI'j) 

j"i = (pTF)'I,;T[I'ICW·1CT)N(NTCW·ICTN)·INTll1 ; f)((()) - Po 

;i ~ Ai + Sri + [W·1CTN(NTCW·1CTN),INTlll ; ~(tO) - iO 

With iO and Po ,I~ initial v)Ilditio)1, eq~. (4.15a), (4.15d) and (4.)5e) can be 

~(lived by integration lIsing eqs. (4.15b) and (4.l5c). It should be noticed th~t in 

Ihi~ f()rmulation the lime derivative of the mea~urements mUSt be determined 

using a differentiating filteI'. 

4.4 An example 

The following example is discussed to give an impression of the usefulnes~ 

of the sliding sul'face filter. The results of the filter will be compared to tho,e of 

lhe optimal tilttl' ft'(1)1 Chapter 3. 

Consider the "y~tem: 

F\g. 4.2: the system 

Mass ms is <')<cited by force r. Between mas~ and ground dry friction is pre~eJlt, 

denoted by w. The system is described by the following model: 

m/I + W - f; = v V = a 
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where: w = w dsign(V) if Ivl > 0 

w = f if v = 0 and a = 0 

W a wssignlfl if v = 0 and a to 0 

Here W d is the maximum dynamic friction fOKe and w s i~ the maximum ~tadc 

friction force. Both w d and w ~ are constant and unknown. The friction force i~ 

estimated by the sliding ~uTface fileer using the meMurements: 

Because the friction is strongly non-linear, this estimation problem is by no 

means a trivial one. The flIter is based on the following simple model ()f the 

"reality" deilCribed above: 

mf -+- e - f ; s - v ; it - a ; €I - 0 

where e represents the unknown friction force. [n this case. Ss is defined a~: 

I 1 

\1 ~ Im(i+iHI -+- Al f (m(i-+-i'i-hdT ; 
I 
o 

\2 - (Zl-Yl + ,1.21 (ZI-§ldT ; 

to 

1 t 

\3 = (Z2-l\) + ~ J p;2-ihdT ; SS,4 - (lfh + 1.4 J 1£3-fldT 

t 1 
o 0 

where ss,i and Ai represent the i-m (diagonal) element of 5s and I\. respectively. If 
thi~ model i~ u~ed for the filter, the eMimate ij is likely to vary in time, ~o as to 

obtain an c)I;ponentially decrea~ing residual S. The system uses the values: 

m-l;w-w-2 s d, f - 4sinc2m) T 
"0 - (0 OJ 

and tne filter uses the values: 

me = I ; A - n - 15, I ~ - [0.3 0 4J f>; - (8 4] 
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The results of this simulation are given below. 
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Fi~. 4.3: velocities for 0" - 0 ant! (J = 5 

In I'i!l. 4,3 Ihe wlocity and tht "elodty estimate.1 fol' (T ~ 0 and 0" = 5 h,lve 

hecn plotlcll ag<dr1~t time. The estimate for (J = 0 coillddes with the velocity 

from t = 0.5, wIK"l'eH~ the estimate fl)l' 0" - 5 moves aWIty from the velocity, 

Thi~ ran be explained as follows. The veloi;ity cannot be e~timatcd by time 

dift't1'\~llli,l(i()n of the position estimate because 14.14~ has been chosen. 

Funhermol'e, thl:' equation of Illotion (:ontains no information abOll( the velocity. 

So the fiher can nnly estimate the velodty by time integration ()f the ,Kceleration 

t'stimatc. COllsequently. any CITOI" in tht IK<.:e1cration estimate will result in It ~hift 

in the velodty e,limate unless a b cho~en equal to zero, for in that case; 

,tnd. thus: 

1 

lim J 1--1;,(' 
1 
(} 

I 

lim J SindT ~ 0 
H~' 1 

() 

(l2 • lll(\T () or lim 
,--l:JC': 

1 

v - J L,dJ 

I 

" 
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For this reason, further simulations will be performed with 0 - O. 

Fig. 4.4 shows the position and velocity and their estimates. After half a 

second the deviations in the initial estimates have been filtered (lUt. 

\ I 
\ I 

\ ./ 
\. I 

'-e' 

·.1 

- . 2 

.. , 
'" 

."2 . -i . I!I . @. 1. l. 1 1.4 l. (p. L.!I 1. 

TIMP. 

Fig. 4.4: poSition and velocity 

In Fig. 4.5 the friction force and its estimate are given. After one ~cond the 

deviation in the initial estimate has disappeared. The kinks in the figure are due 

to the sliding effect. Fig. 4.6 shows the force and the acceleration and their 

estimates. Again. the deviations have been filtered Out after One second. The 

presence of dry friction can clearly be seen in the acceleration. In Fig. 4.7 the 

elements of residual , that relate to the acceleration and force measurement are 

plotted together with the corresponding sliding surface parameters. The residuals 

approach :teto exponentially from the time that the linearly increasing sliding 

surface parameters have become zero. The other residuals and sliding surface 

parameters show a similar behavior. 

In the above example the sliding swiace filter appears to be capable of 

reconstructing the lacking model knowledge. 
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Fig. 4.7: residuals and sliding surface parameters 
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Now, system mass ms is set at value 2, whereas filter ma.~s mr retains 

value I. The odIer senings remain unchanged. Fig. 4.8 shows the friction force. 

its estimate and the acceleration. It can be seen that the difference Ulls - llif<l is 

compensated for by the friction force estimate. Residual ( amI sliding surface 

parameter s (not shown) approach zero as time increases. 

Frolli the foregoing it can be concluded that the sliding surface COnl,.-ept may 

btl successfully applied in e~timation theory. The filter is capable of compensating 

for model errors by time-varying parameter estimates. 

The simulation is repeated. nOw using the optimal filter from Chapter 3. The 

initial condition of the filter is chosen the same; the weighting matrices lIJt: 

Fig" 4.9 shows the position and velocity and their estimates. 
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The deviation in the position estimate is filtered out after a short lime. There is 

a small difference between the velocity and its estimate. The friction force and 

its estimate have been plotted in Fig. 4.1 O. Again the initial deviation disappears. 

However, at each leap in the friction force curve the filter need$ some time to 

adjust the estimate. 

f.R.I.C~~_T_c_ 

+-__ r-~~~~-+ __ ~-L~ __ ~ __ +-~~~FRI~TIO~ 

,4 ,06- , lJ: 1.21.41.6 L.!'. 1. 

TIME 

Fig. 4.10: friction force 

Fig. 4.11 shows the input force, the acceleration and the corresponding 

estimates. Just like the friction force estimate the input force and acceleration 

estimate show small deviati(Jns, each time the velocity switches sign. 

Thus, the optimal filter yield~ estimates that differ little from the system 
quanriries_ 

In Fig. 4.12 the friction force, its estimate and the acceleration are shown for 

the case that the system mass is 2. The model error (ms-m~a is largely 

compensated for by the friction fotce estimate_ 
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From the foregoing it can be concluded that the optiUlal filter may alw be 

suited for parameter estiUlation in an imperfect model structure_ Compared to the 

sliding surface filter, the estimates are less good to judge from the residuals. but 

tbe optimal filter is capable of coupling the velocity estimate to the po~ition as 

well as tbe acceleration estimate, wbereas with the sliding surfllCe filter the 

velocity estimate can only be coupled to the acceleration estimate_ 
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5. IDENTIFlCA'flON OF AN EXPERlMIl:NTAL MECHANICAL SYSTEM 

5.1 Introduction 

In this chapter the optimal estimation theory di~cussed in Chapter 3 ~ill be 

applied to an experimental mechanical system. The unknown parameters in the 

system relate to inertia, friction and elastic deformation. First, a description of the 

system will be given. Subsequently, a model structure wHl be proposed. To gain 

in&ight into the identification problem. the case in whkh all system parts are 

a$$UJ:ned to be rigid will be considered fi~t. Next, the elastic defonnation in the 

system will also be taken into acCOunt. The influence of accelerntion 

measurements on the identification will be investigated. Finally. some tests will 

be performed on the identified model and an evaluation of the model will be 

given. 

5.2 The xy-ta.ble 

The system considered in this chapter is a so·called .~y·rable. A detailed 

description of it can be found in Heeren (i 989). A schematic representation of 

the ley· table is ,given in Fig. 5.1: 

x 
t 

BELT WHEEL 

SLIOI: 

I / SLl~FWAY 

V 

y .. ,···: 
'-----<~=..;rulk_- MOTOR I 

SPINDLE 

Fig. 5.1: the xy-table 
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Two parallel slideways each support a slide. They are connected via belts to a 

\()I1;ioTl-tlexible ~pindle, which is driven by motor I. A third slideway rests on the 

slide.~ and ~llppom the end"effector. which is belt-driven by motor 2. Because the 

~pindle can deform elastically, the direction of the third slideway does not have 

to coincide with the y-axIs. Within the bounds of the construction the 

end-effector can be positioned in the xy-plane by using an appropriate control for 

the two motors. 

The xy-tablt .~erve.~ a~ a calTier for the inve~tigation of control and 

identification schemes for mechanical systems. Several physical phenomena that 

are usually kept at the lowest possible minimum in the construction phase can be 

inl;(lrponlttd into the ~ystem. An example of this is the tle)(ible spindle, which. 

drives the two slides. By simply replacing a thin strip in the spindle the torsion 

~tiffne,,~ of the spindle and, consequently. the flexibility of the transmission can 

be changed. 

3---
STRIP 

Fig. 5.2: adjuMab\e stiffness of the spindle 

It is interesting t(l investigate whether the stiffness of the spindle can be 

determined by global identification, becau~c in many mechanical sy~tems elastic 

deformation can occur, especially In transmissions and joints. Modeling the elastic 

deformation i~ important for controlling ~uch systems. 

5.3 Control objec>ti'tlt 

The aim i~ to find a model of the xy-!able for control design. The position 

of the end-effector i~ defincd as the controlled output and the motor currents as 

.:.:ontml inpllt~. The motor Cllrrent~ ~hould be such that the end-effector follows 

tne path shown in Fig. 5,3. This path. given by a third order pOlynomial (we 

Appemli){ F2l. is commonly (,~ed in manipulator point-to-point control. 
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Fig. 5.3: desired path 

Given tbis path. the strip stiffness chosen is such that the effect of the elastic 

deformation of the spindle is rouch larger than the required tracKing accuracy. 

say, 10 mm versus 0.1 mm. So, the flexibility of the spindle must be taken into 

account for control design. 

SA The model 

r 

x 

<Pa _--I).:r ___ l"J
krT'_...::y....:-1=a<.r:'---.--- fPJ i I 

d J l WI £ 

Fig. 5.4: mooel of the )(y-table 
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/Pi angular position of motor i for i - 1.2 

/P3 
angulM' position of spindle end 

i, current of motor i 
1 

J rotation inertia of motor \ 
I 

m mass of slide 
~ 

m
t 

mass of transverse slideway 

m end-effector c 
k Miffness of spindle 

w. friction torque of motor i 
1 

g. mOtoj' const,lnt of motor i 
I 

d distance between parallel ~lidcways 

length of transver~e sHdeway 

r radius of belt wheels 

Fig. 5.4 ~hows a model ()f the xy·table. The belts are assumed to be rigid: Lau 

.1989, ha.~ shown that the deformation of the belts under nonnal conditions is 

negligible. Funhe"more, it is assumed that there is no play between the 

constructioJl P'I1"tS. The rOlation inertia of the belt wheels is neglected. Friction in 

the system i~ lL~,~umed to OCCUT mainly in the motors and to a lesser extent in 

the contact areas between belt llnd belt wheel and in the Sliding contact areas. 

Only dry friction is modeled. It i.~ assumed thllt there is a linear, statiC relation 

between the motor current and the generated torque. 

The cl.(uations of motion for the ab(lVe model can be formulated in terms of 

"I.(. (2.ldl: 

(S.1l M(UI)a -I- h(s,v,e) + Hu - 0 

, ~ [ CPt 

and u - [ ;~ ] where; lP2 

lP;\ 
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The formula Illilnipulation Software package MAPLE (MAPLE Reference MilnuaI. 

1988) is used to derive eq. (5.1) using the Lagrange equation. All terms in 

column h are due to friction and to the defonnation (If the ~pindle. More details 

about mass mamIC M, column " and distribution matrix H are given in 

Appendix EL The number of parameters in the model is thirteen. Most of the 

panunete~ are determined' by local identification. their physical meaning being 

relied On. Mass illS' wI and me have been determined by weighing, lengths have 

been measured i1nd the motor constant~ have been taken from the m{)[{)r 

specifications. These specifications also include the value of the motor inenia. 

However, J I i1nd J2 are con~idered [() be unknown parameters, because they 

~ould also allow for all inertia in the vicinity of the motors (encodeT1':. 

transmissions etc.), Friction forces WI and w 2 are difficult to measure locally and 

are unknown. Stiffness k of the spindle is also regarded as an unknown 

parameter. So, the unknown parametel"$ read: 

(:5.2) 

Column e will be determined by means of global identification. 

The desired path is approximately realized by using a simple PD feedback of 

the position and velocity errors of the motors. An experiment is performed in 

which the end-effector travels along the desired path six times forward and 

backward. The following quantities are measured as a function of time (see 

Fig. 5.5): 

- the position of the end-effector: zi - Xc and z2 - Y c 

- the acceleration of the end-effector: l3 - ~ and 44 - a, 
- the angular position of the IllotOrs: :1:5 - <PI and z6 - <P2 

- the motor C\llTeOlS: z7 - il and zl:\ - i2 
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X 

O---___ ..L..._.;..y...;-1_{]EoE;--rpl i 1 

Fig . .5.5: the measurements 

The pOSition of the end-effect()r is measured by an optical system (Heeren, 1989)_ 

The acceleration along and onhogonal to the end-effector i~ measured by two 

acccleromctcr~. The motor positions are measured by incremental eocoder~. The 

measurements can be written in the form of eq. a.5): 

(5.3) Z m glS) + G(s,v)a + Ru 

More dttails about column g and matrices G and R are given in Appendix EL 

The experiment has betn repeated several times. Tht differences between the 

realizations are very small, which emphasires the deterministic nature of the 

system. The measuring equipment is accurate enough to be assumed ideal 

!Vincent 1990)_ Figs. 5.6 to 5.9 show the mea~urements lm' 
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Instead of the motor pOSItiOnS, the difference between end-effector and motor 

positions (scaled to m) is shown in Fig . .5.8. In Fig . .5.9 the presence of friction 

can dearly be seen from the leaps in the current of motor 2 each time the 

velocity switches sign. 

5.5 Identification: rigid model 

In the rigid case the xy-table can be described by the model: 

(5.4a) 

. . 
(5.4b) <Pl = /iJ2 ; /iJ2 = 1JI2 

(5.4c) 
2 (2ms + "l, + me)r + J[)1JI1 + wl~ign(wl) - Kli l 

(5.4<:1) (me; + J2)¥'2 + w2sign(w2) - 82i2 

The equations of motion are decoupJed. In each equation of motion only two 

parameters can be uniquely determined, if 1JI. (l.I and i are known functions (If 

time. The end-effector position <,:orresponds to the position of the mOtor axes. The 

identification. therefore. can be perlormed using measurements of only the motor 

positions and motor Currents, In the absence of elastic deformation the unknown 

parameter column reads; 

(5.5) 9 -

For the moment, attention is focused on the time interval T e [to.tel where 

to - 3,33 sand te .. 4.99 s. This interval corresponds to one upward and ODe 

downward part of the trajectory_ This -fairly arbitrary- choice is made to reduce 

the computational effort required for identification, while it is expected thaI 

pllyslcally relevant parameter estimates obtained OD this part of the trajeCIOry will 

be ~uitable for the other parts. too, 
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Yet. value~ must be chosen for column qo and weighting matrices W. V and 

~O' The elemenl~ of qo relating to positions and velocities are chosen equal to 

the desired values at 1 - \r The elements relating to inenia are taken from the 

mOlor specifications and the elements relating to friction are taken from Vincent 

(! 99(», who locally identified the fri(;tion in the system by meanS of simple 

e~perimenlS. Thi~ results in: 

60 rad 

60 rad 

() rad/s 

() rad/s 
1.280- JO.3 kgm2 

0.600.10. 4 kgm2 

0.370 Nm 

0.080 Nm 

As <':!l.n be seen in qQ' the model quantities strongly differ in magnitude. This 

complicates the choice of the weighting matrices. Below, an attempt is made to 

choose the mauices in a more or less systematic way_First. the order of 

magnitude of the separate terms in the equations weighted is determined by 

lOOking at t!:le measurement data and the initial parameter estimates. Next, the 

recipn)Cal value of the square of the order of magnitude is taken as a basic value 

for the torre~PQnding weighting factor. Now, all terms in the functional are of 

the same order. Next. if necessary. relative differences between the weighting 

factor:> (;!l.n he intrOdm:;ed. This strategy leads 10 the matrices given in 

Appendix E3. Relatively heavy weight is attached to the measureroent~, because 

they represent the inputs and outputs ()f the system. Matri~ ~ is cho~en small. 

especially with respect to the parameter estimates. So, the optimal smoother is 

free to choose it~ own initial estimates. The first order approximation method 

from Section 3.3 leads to the following optimal parameter set: 

fi-

2.207.10- 3 kgm2 

1.582.\0-4 kgm2 

0.477 Nm 

0.154 Nm 
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Evidently. the inertia estimates take into account more than only the motor 

inenia. because their values are higher than the initial values. The friction 

estimates are higher than expected on the basis of earlier, local ell:periments 

(Vincent. 1990). In fact, the parameter estimates are funCtions of dooe, but the 

time derivative is practically zero because of the choice of w. Position estimates 

i,\ and ijJ2 are shown in Fig. 5.10. The corresponding residuals (see Fig. 5.11) are 

smaller than 2% of dJe motor position measurements. 
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Fig. 5.10: position estimates IPI and IP2 in rad 

The velocity estimates and corresponding residuals are shown in Fig. 5.12 and the 

acceleration estimates and residuals are shown in Fig. 5.13. These figures show 

that the physical meaning of position, velOCity and acceleration as time 

derivati~s hI\.') well been pre&erved during the identification. Inpur estimates II 

and 12 are almost equal to the measured inputs. The residuals on the equation of 

motion are small compared to dJe separate terms in the equations. Because matrix 

RO has been chosen small, there is a great difference between "'to) and 110' 
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The above results lead 10 the conclusion that, as far a& inertia and friction 

are concerned. the rigid model structure fits the measurement data rather well. 

Next, the unknown stiffness will be included in the model. The parameter 

estimates obtained for the rigid model will be used as initial estimates for the 

identification of the flexible model. 

S.6 Identification: Dexible model 

Again, consider the time interval T E [to,tcl used in the previous section. 

First, the identification will be perfonnea without acce!er<ltion measuremenls. 

because they are not required for observability. For instance. the observabiliry of 

fP3 can simply be derived from Fig. 5.14. As \. /PI and fP2 ate mea~ured. the 

position and orientation of the transverse slideway is known and, hence. 1jl3 can 

be observed. 
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x 
y-1 

Fig. 5.14: ob~ervability of 1(J3 

Again, the elements of qo relating t(} position and velocity are chosen equal 

!O the oe~ired valuc at r = to based on the rigid model. AI) initial value for the 

unknown ~tiffncss is calculated by using a standard formula for a steel tOl'~ion 

~trip (linear material beh<lviot', k - OA60 Nmirad), Matrices W, V and Ro are 

~hosen in a ~imilar way as in the previous section. Again. relatively heavy 

weight is attached 10 the measurements. See Appendix E4 for more detaiLs about 

matrices W, V ,Ind Ro' The following parameter ~et is obtained using the firM 

order approximation method from Section 3.3: 

2.11\7.10. 3 kgm2 

1.380.10' 4 kgm2 

ijl = 0,465 Nm 

0,152 Nm 

0.210 Nml r~d 

The effe~·tive stiffness ha~ a lower value than expected, Position estimates ~I' ~2 

and 0] arc ~I)Own in Fig. 5.15. The difference between <PI and i{l3 represents the 

elastic deform,lIion of thc spindle. The residuals on the end-effectoT position 

measurements are shown in hg. 5.16. They are of the s.\me order as lhe ehl~ti,; 

ddotrll<ltion. The same applies to the motor positioIl meawrements, However, the 
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deformation itself hag been qualitatively well observed, as illustr.tted by Fig. 5.17. 

which shows the difference x. c . IP I r. estimated as well as measured. The stiffne~s 

estimate, therefore, is expected (() be physically relevant. f'ig. 5.17 also shows 

that the model lacb damping of the spindle vibration. Velocity estimates wt' w2 
and w3 and the corresponding elements (If ~ are shown in Fig. 5.18 and 

acceleration estimates if1, i/i
2 

and 1f3 and the corresponding elements of ~ are 

shown in Fig. 5.19. The residuals relating to IP2 have higher values than the other 

residuals. Again. the input estimates almost coincide with the measurements. and 

the residuals on the equations of motion are smalL The residuals on the position 

measurements indicate that there must be some non-m(ldeled dynamics in the 

system not considered so far, which have a significant effect on the end-effector 

position" It is not difficult to find these in the system: the belt ends are joined 

together in a pre·stress unit between springs under ea!:h slide (Heeren. 1989). The 

slides Gan easily be di~plaGed over 5 mm by hand. while the belt~ are kept in 

place. This may explain the lower stiffness estimate, be(;ause thi~ e~timate may 

represent a global stiffness for serial ~ptings. 
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fig. 5.15: motor position estimates 1P1. iP2 and iP3 in rad 
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From the above re.~ults it can be conduded that the relatively simple model 

structl.re chosen is capable of describing the measurement data to a considerable 

elltent, using the above effective parameter values. The modcl can probably be 

improved by adding deg1·ees of freedom for the non-modeled deformations in the 

~y~tem_ This will not be done here, because the identification would be 

sub~tantially (:(lmplicated. Moreover, the damping of the flexible spindle could be 

modeled. However. the identified model is already expected to be useful for 

controller design. becall~e a great part of the input required for tracking the 

de~ired path can sirtlply be calculated from the model. reducing the feedback 

effort of the controller. 

Now the influence of acceleration measurements will be studied. The choice 

of the corresponding weighting factors in V appears to be very critical: higher 

values than OJJ025 result in numerical overflow problems (the other weighting 

factoT!> are not changed). Tht predse cause has yet to be investigated. 

Nevenheless. the seemingly low weighting of the acceleration mea~llrcmenh does 

arfeci the optimal parameter e~timate~ it: 

2.099.lO· 3 k gm2 

1.437· to- 4 kgrn2 

ti2 - 0.4611 Nrn 

0.151 Nrn 

0.245 Nm I r ad 

The accelel"J.tion estimate~ fol\()w the acceleration measurements apart from the 

frequency component (~e Fig. 'i.20 and Fig. 5.21) of about II Hz. which 

(X)rrc~p()nds to the vibration of the spnnglpre-stress-unit combinati()n~ beneath the 

x-~Iides_ Compared to the previous result. the residuals have. on average, become 

somewhat ~mal\eL 
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Parameter set il2 h adopted as a better esti mate than ij l' becau~e 

the l'esiduah at'e ~lightly smaller and 

the identified model (see later Fig. 5.24) ~hows an "eigen.frequency" that 

,omes nearer to the measured frequency of 4 Hz, a harmonic excitation 

being applied to the systctll. 

Apparently, the acceleration measurements provide extra information about the 

deformation of the ,>pindle, although observability was guaranteed without them, 

The influence of initial e~timate ~) on the minimum obtained has not been 

systematically investigated. However. it was noticed during the identification that 

tbe choice of q() may affect the minimum obtained, For instrulce. the computation 

without aCl;eleration measurements, starling from il2, did not retul'n to 9
1

, The 

linearization of the non· linear model in the numerical procedure may have a 

bellJ'lng on this. 

The weighting factors of the accelerations measurements indicate that the 

syMematic ~Ippr()ach for choosing the weighting matri[;es discussed in the previous 

:;cction d()e~ not always yield the expected re~ult, 

5.7 Model jlyaluatlon 

Two te~ts will be performed to evaluate the quality of the identified model. 

First. the identified model will be 5Jmulated using the inputs obtained from the 

cx.periment. If the model cnd-effector position b "close enough" to the 

mcasurement. the model i~ adopted as good. The term "close enough" cannot be 

spel:ificd at this moment, bet;ausc it depends on the robustness of the control 

cont;ept chosen. Subsequently, the input~ obtained from a different experiment 

will he applied to the identifieu model. If the model still gives a good 

description of the measurement data, it is expected to be more generally valid. 

The model i~ ~imulated over three time intervals each covering one upward 

and downward part of the trajectory, As expected. ij.ll three patts 51:10w ~imiIar 

behavior (see Figs. 5.22 and 5.23). The control input required to track the desired 

path can, to a large t1l.tel1t. be calculated from the model. The eITOI'S (about 10% 

in the y·dire(;tion) have to be eliminateu by a controller. The model des(;ribe~ the 

elastic deformation 4ualitatively rather well (see Fig. 5,24), 'but clearly has a lack 

of damping. 
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Fig. 5.24; ehiStie defomHltion in x-direction in m 

In the second experiment the end-effector follows a circular path in the 

xy-plane. Again. the identified model is &imulated. but now using the inputs 

obtained from the new experiment. The result is shown in Fig. 5.25. "f'he enol" 

accumulates in time. but i\ q\lalitative resembhmce between both paths is clearly 

present. This abo appl(es to Fig. 5.26. ill which the clastic deformation is ~hown. 

So. the identified model h, to some extent, more gener<llly valid. i.e. the 

effective parameter values obtained hom olle experiment can be u~ed to describe 

other experiment~, wo. 

On the basis of the above resulL~ the identified model is expected to be 

suitable for contr,)l lipplication. because the model IS a rather good description of 

the input-output relation of the system. As the controller is provided with 

knowledge about the inenia. friction and deformation in the system. it "an react 

to deviati()n~ From the desired path in an intelligent way. If the contrOl 

specifications <':<111 fol' ,I more a~(;umte model. the r)1odel can be impl"()ved by 

including the deformi[(ion of the springlpre-stress-unit ~'(lmbinations and the 

damping of the flexible joint. However. this will complicate the model and. 

con~quently, the identifkitti\ln and the controller design. 
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When the model p,tr~meters have been determined, in an on-line ,ituatilm the 

end-effector position can be re(;onstructed without tile end-effector position it~e1f 

being measured. In that ease it can be rec()n~tl1,1cted from the accelerat.ion 

measurements lind the e'qumiolls of motion. This is .~imulaled for the trajectory 

and timt' int.eJ"val llsed in Sec-lioll 5.6. The optimal Jjnear filter is used to 

reconstruct the model quantities from the rneaStlreOJent~ and the mnde!. 

I , 

:'~1 _________ _ 
. _ _+_---+----+-- ~_+_--+_----<J ~..;'"rn __ _ 

.'1 I I 

h~. S.27: end,effector path in the xy-plane 

The unbroken lille ill Fig. 5.27 represents the measured end-effector path and the 

dotted line repreSI."[1t~ Ihe re('(lIEtructed end-effector path_ The aCCUr,H:y, of course, 

i!; !lot better than thl." model it~lf, so. if the p()~ition estimates nave t.o be used 

for COlllrol purposes. (he lI(:(;uracy of the model in tenns of the end-effector 

position should be ill the same order ~\~ the desired positioning aCl:uracy. Fm tile 

m()del nnw available, therefore, m~~aslJring the end-effector p()~ition will be neces

sary. 
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6. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

An identification method for non-linear mechanical systems has been 

developed that takes into account the a priori knowledge of the system in the 

form of the equations of motion and the measurement equations. The method 

determines estimates of the unknown model parameter~ and of the model 

variables, i.e. positions. velocities, acce\era~ions and inputs, such as forces and 

currents. The estimates are optimal, i"e" they minimize the model residuals, given 

the meMlU'ement data. 

The estimation problem Can be uniquely solved only if the model in question 

is fully observable. However, observability of non-linear mechanical systems is 

difficult to establish" The observabiIity conditiOn derived· in Chapter 2 may be 

helpful, especially with respect to observability of modd variables_ The 

observability of parameters. i.e. identifiability, can often be established by 

investigating the combinations of parameters in the model. 

Three numerical approaches have been discussed to solve the optimal 

estimation problem. The computer simulations of Vaassen (1988), Wijers (1990) 

and Van de Nobelen (1989) showed that the forward-backward shooting method 

and the finite element method can be successfully applied. However, for 

complicated problems (as in Chapter 5) these methods lead to excessive 

computing limes using the a.vaUable hardware. In Chapter 5 the first order 

approximation has been successfully applied to an experimental mechanical 

system. It provides a solution in a reasonably shon time. In this theSis, the 

formulation of this method requires the inversion of matrix Ro' which means that 

the initial estimate CIa can never be fully relaxed. If desired. a formulation can be 

chosen that does not require the inverSion of Ro' 

Thl!': optimal estimation method is capable of detecting model errors, because 

different weights (;an be applied to the model equations" After the model error 

has been detected, the corresponding equations can be corrected or ignored, 

provided that observability is preserved. 

The deterministic optimal estimation problem has shown to be analogous to 

the optimal control problem. This analogy can be exploited to develop estimation 

concepts and probably also control Con(;epL~. An example of this is the sliding 

surfa.ce filtering concept described in Chapter 4" This filter enables time·varying 

par.ameter estimates to be obtained that partly compensate for model errors_ It 

seCliI.$. therefore, suitable for on-line application. The elaboration given in 
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Chapter 4 require'! the measurement of positions and the determination of the 

time derivative of the me"surement~. 

In order to vedfy the practical u<;e of the optimal estimation method an 

ex.i~liJ)g mechanical sy~tem, i.e. im xy-table, has been identified. The relution 

between motor currents and end-effector position obtained by the optimal 

smoother show.I l'esiduals of le~s thaIl three percent. The elastic deformation of 

the spindle ha~ been qualitatively well observed. On the basis of the residuals it 

i~ expected thtlt a controller bawd on the identified model can take into account 

the inertia, frieti()Il lind defonnation in the system. FLllthermore, the model is 

expected to be more or less genen,lly valid, because thc input-output relation is 

aho rather well described f()r an input signal othel' than the (lne used for 

identificati()n. Adding acceleration measurements apparently leads to better 

estimates. However, the weighting of the acceleration mea,~urements was very cri

tical in that numerical overflow problems occurred f(lr high weIghing factors. A 

residual .. naly~is revealed some non-modeled dynamics in the system. If 

neees~.u"y, the model ~trueture can be impnlVed. The ~tiffness of the ~pind1e 

having been determined, the end-effector position of the xy-table could, in a 

control situation. be reconstructed from the acceleration measurement~ and the 

equatj()n~ of motion without measuring the end-effecto!' position itself. However, 

this require~ a model as aCC\lrate as the desired po~itioning accuracy, which is 

not available lIt the moment. 

('hoosing weighting matI'ice~ is not a trivial matter. A more or less 

sy~tematil' appl'Oach is establishing the order of magnitude of the different 

quantities weighted in the fUIlnional and, subseq\lently, setting the weighting 

factors to the redprocal value of the square of the order of magnitude. such that 

all terms m the funnional become of the same order. Next, each equation can be 

weighted in relation to each othel'. To a certain extent, the tuning of weighting 

iIl'ltri.:;es remains a matter of engineering judgment. In mOM cases, "feeling" for 

the tuning of the weighting mllldces is developed during the process of solving 

the estimatiM problem. Funhennore, the estimates ~ppear to be rather insensifive 

to variation~ in the weight.ing matrices. In general, the tuning of the weighting 

matrix W is different for smoothing and filtering. In a smoothing situation. [he 

parameter estimates should usually be const<mt and matrix W, therefore, is (;hoscn 

"large". Matrix Ro if; uf;ed to expre~s tllat the inili,11 parameter estim;1!es cannot 

he assumed to be correct. In a filtering situation, the parameter estimates ate 

u~ually ,llIowed to c()!llpen~ate for model errors and, therefore, matrix. W is 
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chosen "small". The freedom thus created makes the choice of Ro less important 

in this case. 

In most cases considered in this thesis the optimal estimation method 

appeared to he fairly robust with respect to variations in the initial estimates. 

However, during the identification of the xy-table the optimal smoother without 

acceleration measurements converged to at least two minima. This a.~pect needs 

further studying. 

A number of topics for future rese;rrch can be distinguisbed. First, the precise 

role of the weighting matrices, especially Ro' ~hould be ~tudied and the 

robustness of the optimal estimation method should be investigated. The cause of 

the numerical problem with the acceleration measurements i~ not dear. This 

should also be examined. In addition it should be investigated whether the 

non-linear smoothing theory can be formulated in a recursive form, so a.~ to 

obtain a non-linear filter for mechanical syStems. The numerical solutions 

discussed in this thesis should be funher tested using powerful hardware. The 

observability problem for non-linear mechanical systems ~hould be elaborated, l'he 

mathematically oriented work of lunali and Tarn (1981) on non-linear state 

observablllty could be a starting point. Tbe sliding surface filter discu~:;ed in this 

thesis deserves more attention and can be an incentive for further ex.ploiration of 

the analogy between control and estimation theory. The ultimate test of the 

xy-table model is the on-line implementation of a controller based on it. A fm;t 

step in designing a controller that takes into account the deformation of the 

flex:ible spindle could be the determining of an optimal troljer.:tory acr.:ording to 

Levasier (1988). Subsequently, the method proposed by Slotine and Hong 11986) 

could be used to control the xy-table; An on-line implementation of the optimal 

filter or the sliding surface filter could provide (he estimates required for 

feedback. At the time this thesis is published, Pasnagel il990) is working on thl~, 

using transputer boards. 

To conclude, it should be noted that the optimal estimation concept described 

in this thesis can probably be applied to a much wider range of systems, fOT 

instance, in the field of process control and identlfir,:ation of material models. 
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OBSERV A.BILll'V Of LlNJJ:AR MOOELS 

Theorem: 

The linear model: 

(A.la) i = Ax + Bp 

Ez-Cx+Dp 

/OJ 

is fully obselVable with respect to II: and p in the sense of (2J8) and (2_19) if 

and only if 

IA.lb) 

Implies that 

(A.lc) 

Proof; 

If the model is fully observable in the sense of (2.18) and (2.19), Ez(t) = 0 

V t I I E [Io,tel can hold only if lI:(tO) ~ 0 and P(I) = 0 V tit E [t()'\l- So, (AJ) 

is a necessary condition. The equality 

I 

Ez(t) - 0 or C<!>(t-to)lI:\to) + J OD(t-nBp(T) dr -to Dpm - 0 'V tit E [to,le) 

to 

implying that X(to' - 0 and P(I) - 0 'V I J 1 I E (Io,t~l corresponds to the equality 

t 

OP(t-IO)(X 1(10)-X2(tO» + J C<D(t-nB(PI<n-Pz(T)) dr + D(Pl(t)-P2(1) - 0 

to 

V I I t E [10,1) implying that 11:1 (to) = "2(to' and PI (I) = P2(1) 'V t I I E [to' tel, 

where matrix <D is the transition matrix. Condition IA.I). therefore. is also a 

sufficient condition for full observabillty in the sense of (2.18) and (2.19). 
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THE JACOBIAN 

fhe Jacohian of eq. (3.4) h~s fOm' ,2n+Plx,2n+p) panitions: 

,FI,I) 
L -

WhCTC: 

afT 
B PT -11m { <-' 

'k' VP)kl[--~ V(I)~ 
1 dX. 

I 

-{V(I::~-f-

aFT 
~ {V(Ez - f - Pi))} + 
dx. '11 

J 

T 
T .1Fkl T T -I T 

IL
22

) = -A .. - [{V(Ez - f - Fj))L - - Ie Y"F)I)IF VF)I B . 
'J '.I' • dx ' m m,l , 



Appendix 8 J03·· 

Matrix V is symmenic and semi-poslllve definite. Maoil( W is symmetric and 

positive definite_ Now. it will be clear that: 

So, the Jacobian i$ a Hamilton matrix. 
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THE HAMILTON-JACOBI EQUATION 

A .~h()rt deriv,!(ion of the Hamilton-Jacobi equation for the optimal estimation 

problem will be given. The main diffcrence with Chapter 3 i~ that the f\Jeering 

problem is taken as a starting point; the questicln is how to go from the optimal 

filtered cMirnatc iiI_AI ill time t-at to the optimal filtered estimate x( lit time t, 

where At > O. 

C()n~ider lhe (O~t functional J: 

t 

(C.la) J[~fi,li:l'tl - J L\s,jl.x.T) dr + ~[X(to) - qO{RO[xt(o) - 'IoJ 

to 

where: U£.I)'X,J) - };TWS + ~[Ez - f(j,n - F'(51.J)(ilTYIEz - fli,n - F(li:,T)j)J 

lUld where x is the ~()luti()n to the end-value problem: 

IC.I/) 

The optimal CO!;! function V is defined liS follows: 

V(X ,I) ~ Min J[s.fi,~,tl 
, Sin,pm I T E IV] 

Y can be interprellid as the minimum costs that have to be made to arrive in ~ 

at time t. The integral in J can be divided into twO parts, which leads W: 

(C.3) 

t 

J L(,;,j),x,T) dr + ~[X(to) - q~lRolx(to) .. qo]} 

t-At 

Using the Principii of Optimality (Bellman. 1957) IC.3) r,;an be formulated as 

follows: 
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t 

,C.4) V(~,ll = Min { I Lt';'p,~,n dr + 
§1),jit1) I T Iii [I-tlt,t] I-to [ 

Min 
§n,jitTl I " E 

I-to I 

J Us,p,x,n dr + &[\ljtO) - ~JTRO[i.(IO) - qol} 
[lo,Htl I 

o 

or using the definltlon of V; 

t 

(C5) VO'l,t) - Min { f L(s,fi,i,T) dr + V(~_tlt,l-tll)} 
[ ~ T),j5( T) I 1 E [I-.cIt,I) t-tl t 

v being approximated by a second order Taylor series expansion, (C.S) become~: 

t 

(C.6) V(x ,t) = Min { J Us-fi,i,n dr + 
I §n.pT) I T E [t-lIt,t] I-l.t 

V ~ av~ ;N~, 02} 
(xl.'l) " "--'-{"t,1) ~I - - '''t,I) ') AI + (1,11) 

at ai.l 

If tenns of order two and higher are neglected and t.t approache~ zero, it follow~ 

that: 

(C.7a) ~'" ,I) = Min {Us,II,x. T) - {JV (I( ,I) i. } 
at -1 Sit) ,jj(1) a:<1 I I 

with boundary condition; 

(C.7b) 

This is the Hamilton-Jacobi equation. In general. it is impossible [0 solve ,e.?) 
analytkally. An approximate ~olution can be found by the approa~'h according to 

Levasier d 988), wh ieh yields for linear models the same t-esult as the first order 

approximation from Section 5.3. 
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RT MANIPULATOR MOOEL 

L The rigid model 

The cquati()n~ of motion tor the rigid manipulator model ~an be fonnulated In 

[cons of eq. (2. J) using: 

(D_I) S = [ : ] II - [ : ] 
~ r m l + ml) 

0 
M 

() 2 ml'f + ~m/ + J (m,+mp)r 

[ " 1 
[ -1 -~ ] h = 

-( (1tl1+ltlplr -12m,l)~ 
H -

2«m I +m p )r - 'fm Il)i:({! 0 

where tran~la[iOn of the I ink 

((J rotation of the joint 

F force to c()ntrol r 

T torque t() control ((J 

m payload ma~-~ 
p 

m{ ma~~ ot the link 

/ length of the link 

J rotation inertia ()f the joint 

The parameters have the following value~: 

(0_2) III - /. kg ; nl{ - 10 kg ; I = I m J - 5 kgm
2 

I' 
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2. The flexible model 

The equations of motion for tbe elastic manipulator model can be fonnulaled 

in terms of eq. (2.1) using: 

(DJ) 

o 0 
2 1 2 

(ffitffiplr - mlr + "jm/ 0 

o J 

1 2 
-( (ml+mp)r - 2m /)1,/ -I 0 

h - 2(UIItmplr - ~rn/)i'iJ+ k(<:P-'ll . H - O-J 

·k( tp.rn 0 0 

where F translation of the link 

'1 rotation of the link 

'P rotation of the joint 

F force to contto I r 
T torque to control 'P 
m payload mass 

p 
m

l 
mass of the link 

I length of the link 

J rotation inertia of the joinl 

k stiffness of the joint 

The parameters ha.ve the following values: 

(DA) mp - 2 kg ; ml - 10 kg ; 

I - 1m: J - 5 kgm i : k - 2000 NmJrad 



lOt) 

3. The trajectory 

The f()!Iowing trajectory is chosen: 

(D,5h) 

fit) - 0,25 j 10 A(t)2 - 2 .1.m + I 

0,75 .1.(1) 
IJl(O ~ arctan( -~-----

0,25 (I-A(I))+ £ 

where .1.(1) - t3 (6 t2 - 15 t + 10), t E [0,1] and £ « I. 

Appendix D 

The trajectory represent.~ a straight I ine in the rql-pJane. The com::spon(jing control 

inputs arc cakulated u~ing the inverse dynami~s of the rigid modcl. 

4. The measul'cmenlS 

'nlc following quantitks arc measured: 

Positions of the motor axes, Fol' simplicity, the gear ratios are assumed to be 

equal to one: 

ZI translation of the link 

z2 rOliltion of the jOint 

Ac~elerations of the payload in radial and tangential direction: 

Z3 ntdial acceleration of the payload 

2;4 tangential acceleration of the payload 

Motor currents. For simplicity. it i~ a~Sllmed that the motor dynamics can be 

neglected and thllt there i, <I line,u',~tatk relation between the mowr l;urrent~ 

and the motor torques, The mot.or (onstants are assumed to be equal to one: 
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fOrce to control r 

torque to control 'P 

The measurement model can be formulated in terms of eq. (3.4) using: 

o 0 00 

({I 00 nn 
0 ;0- I 0 ;R- 00 

(0.6) 
g-

zt.p Ip r 00 
0 00 1 () 

0 00 () I 

J()9 
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XY-TABLE MODEL 

1. The nexible mlldel 

It i~ a~sU!ncd that the angle (t between the transve~e ~lideway and the Y"3.xis 

(~ee Fig. 5.1 f is srnall, so that: 

I E.1I 

Ma~s matrix M, column h and distribution matri)( H can now be formulated as: 

(E.2) 

whei'l' 

M= 
[ 

-g 0 I 
; H = 0

1 
-g1 

() 0 

I I 2 qJ/2 2 
Mil = J I + (ills + :3rnt(cr) + rne(o) )r 

I I I I 2 qJ/ QY 2 2 
M 13 = M31 = (irnt(;:rJ - "j"mt(iI) + rn/er) - me (---a-) )r 

UP I - rJl3)1" 2 
MZ3 = Mn = (me~)r 

I I I 2 rp2 r (f2r 2 ~ 
M33 ~ (m, + III I - ml\:r) + 3-m,(CI) + In" - 2me(--U) + me(a) ) 

3 
hi g 2melIp2n~lt)(W3)lt)2 + k(lpl-Ip3) + wjsign(w t ) 

rJ 2 
h2 = -mc(lpzr);;rUl I -t')3) + wzsign(wz) 

3 
h3 = 2mc ld-'P2n ;:W,-W3)W;l - k(qJl-qJ3) 

d 

Columll g, matrix G and matri)( R can be formulated as f()llows: 
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&1 0 0 0 0 0 

&z 0 0 0 0 0 

g3 G31 0 °33 0 0 

(E.3) g~ g4 ; G ~ G41 G42 043 ; R- 0 0 

gj 0 0 0 () 0 

g6 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 () I () 

0 0 0 0 0 I 
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The following parameters have been determined by I()cal identificati(m: 

!E.4) '\ = 2.3 kg ; m
t 

= 8.5 kg ; m~ - 2.3 kg ; 

I - 1.2.5 m : d - 1 m ; r _ IO-Z m ; 

1<1 = 0.258 Nm/A ; 1<2 = 0.056 NmlA 

2. End-errector path 

The following path i~ chmen (I E [0 ,9.911] s): 

I F..Sa) 

m.51l) 

x II) - - li.0482· 10.4 t3 + 1.2048- 10-2 
12 + 0.6 m 

~ 

3. Weighting matrices: rigid mooel 

(E.6a) 

(1i.6b) 

(Ii.&) 

diaglW, = [ 6· ]()-4 ; 6 10-4 : 3.10.5 : 3 '10-5 ; 

6- 105 
; 3 _10K

: 7 : 2 '102 ] 

diag(V) - [ IO- J ; 10- 1 ; 2-10,2 : 2'10"2 ; ]() ; IO) 

-4 ·3 -4 0-4 diag(Rn)-[2'10 ;2-10 :6·10 ;6·1 ; 

(l.IOi ; 3.105 ; 7.10-3 : 2'10-1 ] 

4. Weighting matrices: flexible mooel 

(E,7a) 
. -4 -4 -4 .j -j O-s 
dl~g(W)-[6·1O ,6·10 ;6·10;3·10 ;3·10 ;3-1 ; 

S : 2']()~ ; 4· 107 ; 4 ; 40 1 

(E.7b) di,lg(V) - ( 1()-1 ; Hrl ; 10-1
; 2'102 ; 2.102 ; 

0/25'10-4 ; 0/25.10-4 ; 2.10.2 : 2.10-2 ; 10; 10] 

"4 -4 ( -3 6 0.4 "- 10,4 6 10-4 
diaglRo) - [2·10 : 2·10 ; 2-1) ;.J : ,,' ;. ; 

S,I()"'; 2'102 ; 4.104 ; 4·10"; 4-10-2 ] 
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SAMENV A TTING 

Het onderwerp van dit proefschrift is de identiflC;lItie van niet-lineaire 

mechanische systemen ten behoeve van sturing en regeling. Di! beteKent, dat 

onbekende parameters in een wiskundig model van het systeem met behulp van 

ellperimenteel vtl"kregen meetgegevens zodanlg worden bepaald, dal een goede 

basis wordt verlaegen vOOr h.et ontwerp van een ~turing of regeling voor het 

systeem. 

Het dynamisch gedrag van ten mechanisch systeem kan in het algemetn 

slechts nauwkeurig worden beschreven door een niet-lineair model. De 

niet-Iineariteiten kunnen zowel een geometrische a1s fysische oorsprong hebben_ 

De in het model aanwezige combinaties van oI1bekende model parameters en 

variabelen motten in het lieht van de identificatie eveneens als niet-lineariteiten 

worden opgevat. Een verdere complicatie vannt de veeIvuldige aanwel:igheid van 

flexibele elementen in het systeem. 

rn dit proefschrift wordt een oprima/e sCMttingsmelhode VO(lr niet-lineaire 

m.echanische systemen gepresenteerd. Uitgangspunt vorrnt de niet-lineaire 

modehtruetuur, die verkregen is via theoretische modelvorrning van he! systeem. 

De methode is gebaseerd op de wiskundige minimalisatie van een quadratische 

functionaal, Waarln de modelresiduen in onderlinge samenhang gewogen worden. 

Aan elk van de modelvergelijki.ngen bn een ~ekere mate van betrollwbaarheid 

worden toegekend. De methode bepaalt naast schattingen van de parameters ook 

schattingen van de posities. snelheden, versnellingen en ingangen van het systeem. 

Een beoordeling van het gtldentificeerde model kan geschieden aan de hand van 

een analyse van de reSiduen. Het begrip waarneembaarheid is opnieuw 

gedefini.eem, omdat de ingangen en versnellingen van het systeem eveneens door 

schauing bepaald worden. Een drietal numerieke uitwerkingen is onden:ochL 

Het optimale schattingsprobleem blijkt geheel analoog aan het optimale 

regelprobleem. Dit inzicht kan 1tiden tot de ontwikkeling van meuwe 

schattingsmethoden. Ben voorbeeld hiervan vormt het schak.elvlakfilter. dat in dit 

prO/';fschrift wordt gepresenteerd. 

De optimale schattingsmethode is toegepast op een el(perimenteel mechani$~h 

systeem. De onbekendt parametet:; in dit systeem hebben betrekking op 

massatraagheid, wrijving en elastische def(lrmatie. Aangetoond is. dat een globale 

identificatie van he! systeem met een relatief eenvoudige m(ldelstnlctuur kan 

Ieiden tOt ten zinvolle beschrijving van het systeem. 
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NAWOORD 

lot slot van dit proefschrift bedank ik iede1", die heef! bijgedragen aao de 

totstandkoming ervan. Enkele mensen wil ik met name noemen. Op de eerste 

plaats Jan Kok en Frans Vddpau$, die het gehele onderzoek hebben gevolgd; de 

goede en plezierige discussie$ met hen zijn van grore invloed geweesl op hel 

eindresultaat. Verder nOem ik de afsludeel'del's, die op enthousiaste wijze aan hel 

onderzoek hebben meegewerkt; Wim Vaassen, Maurice van de Nobelen, Bob 

Wijers en Herman Vincent. los van Beeck heeft als corrector van het Engc::ls in 

dit proefschrift een belangrijke bijdrage geleverd. Tenslotte ben iii: veel dank 

verschuldigd aart mijn oudefS en naaste famHie, die een belangrijke steUil voor 

mij zijn geweesl. 

Eindhoven, juli 1990 Rene van de Molengraft 
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STELLINGEN 

behorend bij het procfschrift 

lDENilflCATlON OF NON-LlNEAR MECHANICAL SYSTEMS 

FOR CONTROL APPLICATION 

I. Ilij de afleiding van een regelwet voor mechanische manipulatol'en nemen 

Siotine en Li aan. dat de matrix H - 2C scheefsyrnrnelrisch k Dil b onjlllSl 

en heeft gevolgen vOOr de door hen tlfgelcidc regeiwct. 

Siotine, J. ell LE, W., On the Adaptive Control of Robot Manipulators. Int. lnl. of 

Robotic~ Research, vol. 6, No.3, 1987 

2. He! verschil tussen de de!enuinlstlsche en de ~tocha~ti~che benadering van het 

idendfica!ieprobleem voor lineaire systemen i~ bij de implementatie van de 

gehanteerde concepten kleinel' dan de gebruikelijke afleiding van de thcorie 

doet vennoeden. 

3. Globale identificatie is een geschikte werkwijze om te Komen tot nau wkeurige 

en tegelijkertijd eenvoudige modellen yoor regelloepas.~ing. 

Dit proefscbrift 

4. Met de optimale schattingsmethode in dit proefschrift kan cen beeld worden 

verkrcgen van onvolkomendhedell 111 de modebtructuUI, doordm de 

beweging$vergclijking nid ais een striktc nevenconditie wordt gehanleerd. 

Dit proefscbrift 

5. De anai!lgie tussen het regel- en het identificatieproblcem kan Iciden tot cen 

nuttige uitwis$cling van ~OIlCepten, die in de af;z;onderlijkc gcbicdcn 

ontwikkeld ;z;ijn. 

nit proefscbrift 



6. De doehl.eUing van de iderllificatic van meehanische syst.emen tcn behoeve 

van regeling kan niet I()~ worden gezien van hel Ie hanteren regelconcepl. 

7. Blauel' en Belanger beschot)wen de identificatie van de taak.-geometrie met 

behulp V,H1 krachtmetingen. Oe gelijkheid~ncvenc(mditie, die de taak-geometrie 

be~(~h1"ijf!, wortlt hierbij als pseudo-mcting opgevat. Met het Extended Kalman 

Filter bepaltn zij de onbekendc geometrie·parameters. Een meer ~ystematiwhe 

wtl"kwijzc is, om de gelijkheid~nevenconditle op Ie vallen aIs een deel van 

het dynamisch model. Met hel optimale flIler ult dit proehehrift is dit wnder 

meer Illogetijk. 

HI~llcr, M. en Belanger, P" State JDd Parameter EMima\ion for Rot>otic Manipulators 

thillg For(,e Measurement.. IEEE Trans. on Automatic Control. vol. J2, No, 12, 1997 

S. Ontwikkeling van technist,he wftwal'e door ingenieur~, die hiervoor niet zi.in 

opgdcid, moe! ten s!erkstc ontmoedigd worden. De inbreng van ingenieurs bij 

de conceptuele opzel en verdere ontwikkeling van dele software is niettemin 

011mi~baar. SofEware-onlwikkcling heh(1ort dllllJ'orn onderdee1 te zijn van iedere 

ingcnieur&-~tudie, 

'I. Dc verbetering van hulpmiddelen in de sport leldt vaak to! een ven;r:herping 

van records, maHr voegt &portief gezien niets toe. 

10. De Illuzikaliteit van slagwerk WOI'Ut onder~chat. 

Eindhoven, juli 1990 Rene van de Molengraft 
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